
C HAPTER 6

FURTHER APPLICATIONS

6.1. Non Stationary Situations and Technical Applications

Very little is as yet known about how or why consumers change their
behaviour, and there is no valid theory of consumer dynamics. The
theory of stationary buyer behaviour can however be of help in inter-
preting any specific dynamic, non - stationary situation. An extended
example is given in § 6.2 below, namely the evaluation of the effect of
direct marketing action.

Another application to a non - stationary situation is given in § 6.3,
where we consider a new product launch. This differs from the case in
§ 5.4 of the last chapter partly in that it literally was a new product
(and not merely a new brand in an existing product - class), partly in that
the performance of the new product could only be assessed by using
the NBD /LSD theory to expand data which were extremely limited in
their scope, partly that the new product was in test market, and partly
in that the new product was ultimately successful.

The remaining applications of the NBD /LSD theory discussed in this
chapter centre on statistical problems. An evaluation of the effect of
irregular reporting by certain members of a consumer panel is given in
§ 6.4, and some quick methods of assessing standard errors and the
significance of extreme values (heavy buyers) are outlined in § 6.5.

6.2. Evaluating a Consumer Promotion

A major area of applying the theory of stationary repeat - buying is in
cases where we know beforehand that the theory will not hold, i.e.
cases where there is a trend in sales and we wish to examine the nature
of the trend. Was the trend due to an unusual influx of "new" buyers,
to holding on to an above - normal number of previous buyers, to an
increase in rates of buying, or what?

A brief example of such an analysis was already given in § 2.4 of
Chapter 2 (by way of evaluating the nature of a seasonal trend). We
now give another case- history, where it is a matter of evaluating a
deliberate marketing action, namely a consumer promotion.
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104 Further Applications ICh. 6

The effects of many such marketing actions can now be evaluated in
some detail. The basic question is not whether there was any positive
effect at all that is usually obvious from the level of total sales.
Instead, the question is what kind of effect it was (e.g. extra penetra-
tion, or heavier purchasing from existing customers, or both).

The need is to compare what actually happened with what would
have happened without the marketing action. One possible approach is
through controlled experimentation. Thus the promotion (or other
marketing treatment, such as a price -, product -, or packaging - change)
can be run in certain regions of the country, and compared with "con-
trol" regions, the whole thing being subjected to the principles and
procedures of statistical experimentation. But imposing effective exper-
imental control in marketing is usually expensive, often difficult (e.g.
due to competitors' activities or other variable factors), and sometimes
altogether impossible (e.g. in assessing a seasonal trend). Furthermore,
controlled experiments have to be planned in advance. An alternative
approach is to use the theory of stationary buyer behaviour to provide
the control data, i.e. to predict what would have happened without the
trend.

The case described here is one where a controlled experiment could
in fact have been mounted, if it had been planned in time. A special
lesson to be drawn from the theory-based approach here is therefore
that it can be initiated after the event (and tends also to be much
cheaper than running controlled experiments).

A giant pack and seven marketing questions. The promotion or
"deal" to be evaluated here was for the giant pack -size `G' of a certain
brand of a grocery- product *. The deal consisted of a small pack of the
brand being banded to the giant pack `G'. These banded -packs were on
offer during February of a certain year. Total sales of the giant pack
that month went up by 25 %. The problem was to understand how this
sales increase had come about more buyers or more per buyer? and
in particular to answer seven specific marketing questions:

(i) Had the deal increased the repeat- buying by previous buyers of G?
(ii) If so, had it appealed more to previous heavy buyers or to pre- -

vious light buyers of G?
(iii) Had the banded -pack deal attracted more "new" buyers (i.e.

people who had not been buying G recently) than would have occurred
that month anyway?

* Based on a study for the 1. Walter Thompson Company.
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(iv) How many of the deal -packs were bought as substitutes for
purchases of G that would have been made in any case?

(v) Was buying of the banded -pack concentrated among some "deal -
prone" minority of consumers?

(vi) What was the longer -term effect of the deal on consumer loyalty
to G?

(vii) What was the effect on other brands and pack -sizes (or from
what other brands or pack -sizes were the extra sales gained)?

Answering such questions is becoming increasingly recognised as be-
ing of real practical (and theoretical) interest. Only by understanding
what kinds of deals have what kinds of effects does informed guidance
to marketing management become available.

Deal versus no -deal. Answering the above questions is basically very
simple. It depends on comparing what did happen with what would
have happened if there had been no banded -pack deal or other such
cause of the sales trend. We therefore have to predict what the detailed
patterns of buyer behaviour would have been if there had been no trend
in sales.

We fast note that in the four weeks in January just before the deal,
11% of all households bought the giant pack -size G, at an average
frequency of 1.9 purchases. The NBD prediction from these two values
is that in the absence of a sales trend from January to February, some
58% of the January buyers would have bought G again in the next four
weeks (i.e. in February), at an average frequency of 2.3 purchases each.
The corresponding prediction for previous non - buyers of G in January
is that 5% of them would have bought it in February (i.e. been "new"
buyers in the sense used here).

The actual figures observed in the February deal - period are that 14%
of all households bought G, on average 1.9 times each. This compares
with the pre-deal penetration of 11% in January, as shown in the right -
hand column of Table 6.1. (In the absence of a trend, 11% of house-
holds would also have bought in February again 1.9 times each as
denoted therefore by the theoretical norm "T ".)

Table 6.1 also shows how the February penetration breaks down by
previous buyers and non - buyers. Thus of the non - buyers of G in the
previous month, 7% bought it during the deal month. But by no means
all of these were attracted by the deal as such there would have been
5% "new" buyers anyway and the extra new buyers amounted to only
2 %. Given the large number of non - buyers in January (89% of the
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Table 6.1. Observed Buying of G in February Compared with the Predicted 'No-Trend' Norms

(Observed Values "O" and Theoretical Estimates 'T")

Buyers of G
in January

Non-Buyers of
Gin January

All
Housholds

(11 %) (89 %) (100%)

O T O T O T

% % % % % %

Bought G in
February 72 58 7 5 14 11

Purchases per
Buyer 2.1 2.3 1.5 1.4 1.9 1.9

population), this incidence of extra new buyers in February however
accounts for over half the 3% increase in the total penetration of G in
February (14% versus 11 %).

The remainder is accounted for by increased repeat - buying. Thus
72% of January buyers also bought G in February. The deal therefore
attracted markedly more repeat- buyers than would have occurred with-
out it (58 %). That is the effect of the deal on repeat- buying.

The evaluation is taken further in Table 6.2, to see whether the
increased repeat- buyers was located more among the lighter or among
the heavier buyers of G. The table shows that the proportion of people
who had made one purchase of G in January and who then bought G
again during the February deal -period was well above normal (63%

Table 6.2. Observed and Predicted Buying in February by Previous light, Medium and Heavier
Buyers

Households who in January had bought G

Once

O T

ce

O T

Three +

O T

Bought G in
February

Purchases per
Buyer

%

63

1.8

%

43

1.7

%

68

2.0

%

66

2.1

%

93

2.6

%

80

3.2
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versus 43 %). In contrast, the proportion of repeat- buyers among house-
holds who had previously made two purchases was almost exactly at
the normal level (68% versus the normal 66%). For still heavier buyers

i.e. the buyers who had made three or more purchases in January
the differences from the predicted values (slightly more repeat - buyers
buying slightly less frequently) were statistically insignificant on the
small subsample of about 25 buyers in question *, and did not in fact
contribute to the overall increase in the level of sales (i.e. 93% X 2.6
purchases observed versus 80% X 3.2 purchases predicted).

The results therefore add up to a rather consistent picture:
(a) Something like half the sales increase came from attracting extra

buyers from amongst households who had not bought G in the previous
month.

(b) The remaining extra sales came from an increase in the number of
repeat- buyers amongst those households who had been light buyers of
G in the previous month.

(c) Repeat - buying among previous heavier buyers of G remained vir-
tually unaffected by the deal.

(d) The average number of purchases per buyer in each sub -group
(and overall) was largely unaffected.

Substitution or Extra Sales? A further step in the analysis was to see
where the deal -packs actually went, i.e. how the buying behaviour of
individual households was affected by whether they bought a deal -pack
or not. Direct tabulation showed that heavy buyers of G in January (i.e.
households who then made two or more purchases) made a third of all
the deal -pack purchases which were recorded in February. The pre-
vious analysis in Table 6.2 however showed that these heavier buyers
were virtually unaffected by the deal. It follows that they bought these
deal -packs merely as substitutes for regular packs which they would
have bought anyway.

Similar calculations for the January once -only and non- buyers show-
ed that almost a further third of the deal -packs (31%) were bought as
substitutes, by either new buyers or by previous light buyers, as is
shown in Table 6.3. Indeed, only just over a third of the deal -packs
went directly to creating extra sales. This occurred by way of the

The total sample was about 1000 households of whom 11 %, or just over 100, bought G at
all in January, on average about 1.9 times (almost 60 households buying once, 20 buying twice,
and about 25 buying 3 or more times).
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Table 6.3. Purchases of the Banded -Pack in February either as a Substitute for the Regular Pack
of G, or as an Extra

(Breakdown by Non - Buyers, Light and Heavier Buyers of G in January)

February Purchases
of the Banded Pack:

As substitute
As extra

Buyers of Gin January:

None Once Twice + Total

21%
21%

10%
15%

33%
0%

64%
36%

Total Purchases of
Banded Pack 42% 25% 33% 100%

increased number of "new" buyers and the increased repeat- buying
among previous light buyers.

It follows from this high degree of substitute buying that the deal -
packs did not all go to some "deal- prone" minority. They were spread
rather widely amongst households whose aggregate purchasing of G in
the short -term was in many cases not affected.

The Longer -Term Effect for G. Next, we consider the longer -term
effect of the deal. Here one needs to evaluate the loyalty patterns in
subsequent time - periods.

The first period to consider was March, i.e. the four weeks immedi-
ately following the peak of the banded -pack deal in February. Overall,
the incidence of buyers of G in March was 12% and had therefore
returned almost to the pre -deal level of January (when 11% of house-
wives had bought G). In terms of its direct effect on sales, the deal was
therefore short -lived (as is in fact general experience with promotions).

The remaining question was in what ways, if any, the underlying
pattern of brand- loyalty to G in March was different from what it
would have been without the deal. For example, were any of the addi-
tional buyers who had been attracted in the deal -period still being
retained? Or had the increased buying in February perhaps been a
matter of "stocking -up ", leading now to reduced repeat- buying in the
subsequent period?

Table 6.4 shows that by March, the households who had bought G in
the January period were in fact unaffected one way or the other by the
deal 58% of them bought G again in March, at an average of 2.3
packs each, precisely as predicted under no -trend conditions. Only for
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the previous non- buyers the market segment which had been most
affected by the deal in February itself was there still some buoyancy
(6% buying as against the expected 5 %).

Table 6.4. Observed and Predicted Buying of G in March, for Buyers and Non - Buyers of Gin
January

Buyers of G
in January

Non- Buyers of
Gin January

All
Households

(11 %) (89%) (100%)

O T O T 0 T

% % % % % %

Bought G in March 58 58 6 5 12 11
Purchases per

Buyer 2.3 2.3 1.6 1.4 2.0 1.9

The banded -pack deal had therefore little after -effect on the giant
pack -size. As soon as the deal was over, repeat- buying behaviour as well
as most of the in- and out -flow of "new" buyers of G, were virtually as
if the deal had never occurred. Similar analyses in subsequent months
also failed to pinpoint any more delayed effects for G.

The Effect on the Rest of the Market. A longer -term change in loyal-
ty pattern was however demonstrated in the purchasing of the regular
version of the small pack -size of the brand (i.e. the pack -size of which
free samples were banded to the giant pack). In February, the time of
the banded -pack deal for the giant pack, repeat- buying of the regular
small pack became markedly depressed, from the normal level of 71%
to only 43%. This loss of repeat- buyers lasted for all the subsequent
periods which were covered by the data available in this case (four
months from March to June). This detrimental and longer -term effect
on the small pack -size illustrates the beginnings of an answer to the last
two of the seven marketing questions posed initially, namely assessing
longer -term effects and assessing the effect on other brands or pack -
sizes *.

* At the time of this study, there was as yet no theory of brand - switching to provide norms
for evaluating where these "lost" buyers of the small pack -size went, or where the extra buyers
of the Giant size had come from. (Early stages of such a theory are now described in Part V of
this book; a more developed version in Chapter 13; and a small -scale application has already
been given in § 5.6 of Chapter 5).
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"Once upon a time ... . To summarise, this case - history has shown
how a specific marketing action can be evaluated without having to
mount expensive controlled experimentation. All that is needed is em-
pirically well- founded theory to tell us what would have happened in
the absence of the marketing action. Such analyses not only isolate
those aspects of buyer behaviour which were affected, but they also
automatically show up those aspects which were not affected'. This
makes for great simplicity in using the results of such evaluations.

Increased understanding of marketing phenomena is thus possible.
However, isolated case - history evaluations of marketing action can pro-
vide no firm predictions for the future. Do banded -pack offers always
affect new and light buyers, and not heavy buyers? Does the direct
effect never last? Is the effect on the other pack -size always detrimen-
tal? More broadly, what kinds of consumer deals, and what kinds of
marketing action generally, have what kinds of effect?

To provide a fumer basis for prediction, a variety of cases need to be
evaluated for a wide range of different products and different market-
ing conditions. Generalisable laws governing their effectiveness can then
be established (including the possibility that there is no generalisable
effect). Much undigested data for such work already exists in market
research files. The present example shows that some of the necessery
analytic techniques exist as well.

The Effect of What? One basic query which remains is whether com-
paring the observed patterns in February with the repeat- buying predic-
tions based on the January data really amounts to an evaluation of the
consumer deal as such. In other words, were there not also other factors
which could, in part or in whole, have caused the sales increase in
February? There might have been deals for other brands, price -cuts,
changes in advertising, a relaunch, and so on. Or the deal for G might
for example have been superimposed on a seasonal trend [as in a case
discussed elsewhere Ehrenberg 1968e, § 91.

Sometimes such interacting activities and trends are difficult or even
impossible to disentangle. But in this particular case- history it was clear
that there was no seasonal trend, and no changes in other marketing

This tendency to separate out "affected" and "unaffected" aspects of buyer behaviour is
so far a very general finding. It is typified here by all the cases where the "no-trend" norms fit
even under trend conditions, such as the incidence of repeat- buyers among the heavier buyers,
and the average rates of buying per buyer in all the various sub- groups. (See for example also the
case in § 2.4 in Chapter 2, the discrepant items in Chapter 3, and the various cases in Chapter
S.)
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activities for G which had any net effect just then. Knowledge of gener-
al buyer behaviour in this market (i.e. the kinds of analyses illustrated
in Chapters 3 and 9), together with cross- checks on the marketing
activities and sales trends of the other brands and pack -sizes in the
market, also indicated that the banded -pack deal for G was the only
specific new marketing factor in February which could have had a
differential effect on the sales of the giant pack -size G.

It was thus judged that the sales increase was due to the deal (and it
only remained to understand in detail how the deal had worked). It
would of course have been safer (but less useful) not to make such a
judgment. However, irrespective of whether one exercises one's judg-
ment in this way or not, the basic analysis will assess the combined
effect of all the marketing factors that may have been in operation.
Whatever the totality of causal factors at work, the analysis pinpoints
just in what ways the sales trend which actually occurred in February
differed from the usual no -trend situation. We are therefore left to use
our general understanding of the market our judgment in interpre-
ting the findings and in allocating causes to the observed effects. The
crucial difference produced by the above analysis is that we really know
what these effects were, so that our judgment has something hard to bite
on.

6.3. Expanding Limited Data: A New Product Q in Test Market

The last case dealt with the interpretation of some given data about a
trend. A different form of practical application on the stationary re-
peat- buying theory is in expanding limited data. This arises when fully
continuous panel data are not available, for cost or other reasons.

Data may then be available from single interviews or from some kind
of repeated interviewing of the same informants. In general, this will
not provide as reliable or as complete a record of purchases. Assessing
the internal reliability of the data and filling in the gaps are two practi-
cal uses of the theory which can be illustrated by an example of a new
product launch *. The available data on consumer purchasing were not
only very sparse, but in parts also unreliable.

The data consisted of how many packs of a certain new product Q
informants claimed to have "ever bought ", as measured from five sepa-
rate samples of housewives interviewed at monthly intervals from about

* Based on a report for Cadbury Bros Ltd.
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two months to six months after the launch of the product in test
market *. Table 6.5 sets out the results. In the first survey (some 2
months after the launch), about 86% of the sample claimed not to have
bought the product Q and 10% claimed to have bought it just once, 1.5%
claimed to have bought two packs, and so on, making about 14% who
claimed to have bought it at all. And so on for the remaining surveys.

Table 6.5. Claimed Purchases (Numbers "Ever Bought ") of the New Product Q in 5 Successive
Surveys after the Product- Launch

(Percent buying 0 or 1 times rounded to whole figures)

Survey Month Number of Packs "Ever Bought"
0 1 2 3&4 5 -7 8+

2 % 86 10 1.5 1.8 .5 .3
3 % 80 12 3.3 3.8 .7 .3
4 % 77 13 3.2 3.2 2.0 1.3
5 % 68 14 6.5 6.2 3.4 2.2
6 % 68 16 4.2 4.8 3.3 3.3

Aggregate data about the sales of Product Q were also available, from
the manufacturers' shipment records and from measurements of sales at
retail outlets (as carried out by the A.C. Nielsen Co.). These data show-
ed a rather unusual pattern for a new product, namely more or less
steady sales during the early months. (The more usual pattern for new
products is a fairly steep rise and then a decline and subsequent level-
ling out [Davis 1964]. The reason for this steady level of sales of Q
virtually from the start was probably that demand had outstripped
production and supplies to retailers were therefore rationed.

Given this apparently "stationary" state of the sales data it was
possible to try and interpret the purchasing data for Q in Table 6.5 by
the direct application of the repeat- buying theory [rather than using
this as a norm for interpreting trends or for setting "steady- state" tar-
gets, as discussed elsewhere Ehrenberg 1970b]

* Product Q was a distinctive product (essentially a "new -new" product rather than a new
brand in an existing market). Asking an "ever-bought" question was therefore feasible during
the first year or so of Q's existence. The information gathered about the product in the surveys
was essentially limited to this one question, being part of an all- purpose "omnibus" question-
naire.
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One outcome of the resultant analysis was that much of the data
appeared unbelievable. A general weakness of the data is illustrated in
Table 6.6. This shows the observed data for Month 6 together with the
theoretical NBD, fitted to the number of zero and I unit purchases *.

Table 6.6. The Number of Purchases of Q Claimed in the first 6 months, and the NBD fitted to
the 0's and l's

(Observed Values "O" and Theoretical NBD Norms 'T"

Number of Packs "Ever Bought"

0 1 2 3 &4 5 -7 8+

Month 6 O 67.8 16.5 4.2 4.8 3.3 3.3
7 (67.8)* (16.5)* 7.3 5.7 2.2 .6

* Used in fitting.

There is clearly a large excess of heavy purchasers (almost 7% claiming
5 or more purchases, against a theoretical estimate of only 3%). The
data for the earlier surveys showed the same pattern. It appeared there-
fore that there was over-claiming of heater purchases, as is not unusual
in an interview situation, especially when using rather simple ques-
tionst. One way of dealing with the data was to reject the higher
purchasing claims (2 or more) and work simply with the numbers of
claimed non - buyers and claimed purchases of precisely one unit as in-
put (since two observations are enough for fitting a two - parameter
model such as the NBD). It seemed reasonable to suppose that inform-
ants could give fairly accurate answers to whether they had ever bought
the product, and if so, whether they had only bought it once. And in
the outcome, this approach gave workable and valid results, as will be
seen below.

A second weakness of the observed data recorded in Table 6.5 app-
eared for Months 5 and 6. Thus the numbers of informants who claim-
ed to have bought at least 2 packs of Q decreased by almost 3% from
Month 5 to Month 6 (which is strictly impossible for having "ever -
bought" something), while the total number of buyers did not change

* Fitting by mean value and number of zeros (as discussed in previous chapters) was not
easily possible because the larger purchasing claims were grouped on the questionnaire as 3 -4,
5 -7, and 8 +. It was therefore not possible to calculate an accurate mean value.

t The 3 -4, 5 -7, and 8+ groupings were alreadypre -coded on the questionnaire and this
may have led to increased bias at the interview, especially when probing an initial "Don't
Know" response.
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(which is unlikely). Something seemed to be wrong and more detailed
checks (along the lines of the more constructive analysis below) indi-
cated that the Month 5 data were somehow aberrant.

The input information was therefore reduced to that shown in Table
6.7, i.e. cumulative figures for Months 2, 3, 4 and 6 of how many
people had never bought Q and how many had bought it just once. The
cumulative penetration was still rising, with 32% of the population
having bought Q by Month 6 (100%- 67.8 %), but half of these buyers
having done so only once.

Three major unknowns for these consumer purchasing data were
then

(i) the average level of purchases each month,
(ii) the penetration (% buying) in each separate month,
(iii) the proportion of repeat- buyers from month to month,

this being the kind of information needed to make some more informed
assessment of the product's acceptability and future potential.

The first figure to estimate was the mean value of the NBD fitted to
the cumulative figure observed in each month. Estimates of these means
are given in the first column of Table 6.8. Thus the average number of
purchases of Q after 2 months was .21 packs per housewife in the
population, and after 6 months about .68 packs.

These estimates suggest an average purchasing level per month of a
little over .1 packs of Q say .12 per housewife (and about .11 in
the first two months). Indeed, a monthly purchasing level of .12 packs
provides a good fit to the estimated cumulative purchasing levels (as is
shown by their agreement with the "smoothed" figures in the second
column of figures) and also agrees with the lack of a trend in the
monthly sales data measured at the retailer level, as also shown in Table
6.8. Furthermore, grossing -up the mean purchasing level of .12 packs of
Q per housewife and the mean sales level of 5 (weight) units of Q per

Table 6.7. The Observai Data on Q as Used for Analysis

Survey Month No. of Packs Purchased
0 1

2 85.5 10.3
3 80.3 11.5
4 76.8. 13.5 -

5 % s r

6 67.8 16.5

* Aberrant
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retail outlet to the relevant housewife and retail- outlet populations,
gave figures which closely agreed with each other. The monthly esti-
mate of .12 purchases per housewife therefore appeared reliable.

This stationarity of the market also allowed one to form NBD esti-
mates of the percentage of population buying Q in each separate (i.e.
average) month for each survey period*. These monthly figures are
given as the last column of Table 6.8 and also show no trend. Thus
from each separate survey the estimate is that about 9% of the popula-
tion bought Q each month.

Table 6.8. Sales and Penetration Estimates

Survey
Month

Cumulative Purchases*
NBD Smoothed

Monthly
Purchases*

Monthly
Sales **

Buyers
per month

2 .21 .21 .11X2 6X2 8.5%
3 .36 .33 .12 5 9.4%
4 .43 .45 .12 5 8.8%
5 * ** .57 .12 4 * **
6 .68 .69 .12 5 9.5%

Average .12 5 9%

* Per housewife in the sample.
** Per retail outlet.
* ** Aberrant.

All these various estimating procedures therefore lead to the single
result that about 9% of the population bought in the typical month,
and did so at an average level of .12/.09 = 1.3 packs per buyer. None of
this neither the lack of a month -by -month trend nor the quantitative
level of the monthly figures is self - evident from the cumulative data
initially observed, as in Tables 6.5 or 6.7.

The next step is to form repeat- buying estimates. Given the monthly
figures, the NBD estimate of the incidence of repeat- buyers from
month to month is .2, i.e. that about 20% of the buyers in one month
would buy again in the next. Numerically this repeat- buying level is
very low, implying that the product's sales are largely relying on an
inflow of new buyers each month. However, the observed cumulative
penetrations did not increase all that rapidly month by month (see

* Thus given that 14.5% of the population bought Q at all up to the end of Month 2 (i.e.
100% -85.5% in Table 6.7), and given that the monthly purchasing level was .11 units pm
housewife in each of the two months (Table 6.8), the NBD estimate is that 8.5% of the
population bought Q in each of the two months (i.e. 2.5% buying in both months).
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Tables 6.5 and 6.7), and the average purchase frequency estimated for
each month was very low, at 1.3 packs per buyer. The implication is
more one of a long purchasing -cycle rather than one of a complete
failure for repeat buying as such to occur.

The final question was therefore what the buying pattern in longer
time - periods would be. Table 6.9 shows NBD estimates of the percent-
age of informants who would buy the product at all in periods of up to
2 years (given the same conditions as in the first six months), and how
many of them would buy once only. Thus after 2 years, half the popu-
lation would have tried the product, and only 25% of these (13% out of
51 %) would have bought once only.

Table 6.9. Purchasing Estimates for Periods of Various Lengths

1 month

Periods of Length

6 months 1 year 2 years

% of Housewives who had:
Ever Bought 9 32 41 51
Bought 1 Unit Only % g 16* 14 13

Bought 1 Unit /Ever Bought 90 50* 33 25

Directly Observed (Table 6.5).

This is the crucial result: given long enough, at least 75% of buyers
would buy more than once! Consumer acceptability therefore exists
(despite the numerically low repeat - buying level from month -to-
month), as well as quite a high rate of initial trial. But the average rate
of product -usage was seen to be low.

The two outstanding marketing problems were therefore what (if
anything) to do firstly about this low rate of product usage, and sec-
ondly about the 50% of the population who would not yet have tried
the product even two years or so after the launch.

As an addendum to this test - market evaluation based on very "thin"
survey data, a check was possible with full consumer -panel data five
years later, as shown in Table 6.10. In terms of purchasing of the
product - class, the comparisons show a very fair degree of correspondence.
There is no logical need for the two sets of data to agree (e.g. the market
might have grown in the 5 years), and so the correspondence is of
interest.
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Table 6.10. Comparison of Launch Estimates of Q and Purchasing of the Product -Class 5 Years
later

Launch
Estimates

5 years
later

% of the population buying in 4 weeks 9 9
% of the population buying in 6 months 32 24
% of the population buying in 1 year 41 37

Purchases per buyer in 4 weeks 1.3 1.5

6.4. Statistical Errors in the Data

Errors in the data played a major role in the analyses of product Q in
the last section and also in the analyses of clothing data in § 5.3 of
Chapter 5. We now discuss briefly applications of the repeat - buying
theory to three statistical types of potential errors in the data, namely

(i) the occasional `outlying' value,
(ii) bias due to irregular reporting,
(iii) statistical sampling error.

Excessively heavy buyers. The fit of the NBD makes it possible to
investigate the statistical status of exceptional observations or `outliers',
such as the occasional very heavy (or very frequent) purchaser of an
item.

Purchasing data typically contain a very small proportion of rather
heavy buyers (as was illustrated in Table 4.1 of Chapter 4). Occasional-
ly there will be one or two purchasers in a given sample who seem to be
"excessively" heavy*. For example, most buyers in a year may buy the
item up to ten times, with a few making up to twenty or thirty pur-
chases, and one buyer who made 65 purchases.

* A case occured in the late 1950's where a general excess of heavy buyers in a certain
product -Feld might have explained some systematic over-reporting compared with sales data,
and following a suggestion by Mr. D.A. Brown, this was investigated by fitting theoretical
distributions to the data. However, the NED gave a good fit to this data even in the "tail" of
the distribution, and this was found to generalise to other product - fields. The short-term
conclusion was therefore negative, re, that this over - reporting was not due to an excess of
heavy buyers but on the more positive side, this was the start of work on the NBD model and
repeat - buying generally (as mentioned in §4.2 of Chapter 4 and discussed further in §,11.4 of
Chapter 11).
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The question then is whether this very heavy purchaser can reason-
ably be regarded as "belonging" to the sample the point being that he
will affect many of the detailed analyses rather markedly, just because
he is such a heavy buyer.

Since in general the NBD gives a good fit to observed frequency of
distribution of purchase, analysis programmes of panel data can include
an initial check of the fit with or without the heaviest purchasers. If the
observed standard deviation significantly exceeds the theoretical one
(the fitting being by mean and number of zeros), the implication is that
at least the heaviest purchaser is statistically abnormal *. (It is then usual-
ly best to exclude such an "abnormal" value from detailed cross -ana-
lyses, as it can swing differences between sub - samples quite unduly, but
at the same time to record it for inclusion in any grossing -up proce-
dures.) Such a check is worth making, even though in practice abnormal
cases have only rarely been found.

A particular case - history can perhaps illustrate this type of problem
more generally. In the late '50s it was found in the Attwood Consumer
Panel in Western Germany that one or two households in any one
period would buy what seemed to be an abnormally large quantity of a
certain class of detergents.

When Negative Binomial Distributions were fitted to the data, the
theoretical standard deviations were significantly smaller than those
actually observed, thus showing that these large purchases were in fact
larger than the distribution of all the other purchases would appear to
warrant, on the basis of the Negative Binomial Distribution.

This did not mean that these very large purchases were in any real
sense "wrong ", but it did show that they were statistically abnormal,
since detergent purchases in other countries, and purchases in other
product - fields in Western Germany, did not generally show this devia-
tion from the Negative Binomial form. Such a conclusion does not in
itself tell us what to do about the data, but it is useful to know that the
readings are statistically abnormal, instead of merely having a subjective
opinion to that effect.

Further analysis in this particular case showed that the major individ-
ual brands of detergents did not show such abnormalities at all, and
that one was dealing with very heavy purchases of some relatively mi-
nor brand or brands. When the background of these purchases was

* This analysis can be more complicated if the data are subject to the `variance discrepan-
cy", when the observed standard deviation is generally smaller than the theoretical one (see
§7.8 of Chapter 7).
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investigated, several special points were found. One was that certain of
the lesser -known and relatively cheap brands were sold by door - to-door
salesmen, and that these brands were then occasionally bought in very
large quantities. One was therefore dealing with two types of purchase,
namely those made from the ordinary retail outlets and those made at
the door. It was reasonable that the NBD analysis should have shown an
abnormality in the pattern of purchases before these two types of pur-
chases were differentiated.

Irregular Reporting. A simple form of applying repeat-buying analyses
lies in the study of potential biases due either to non - co-operation of
some of the sample picked for a consumer panel, or to their irregular
reporting even when they do co-operate. Thus in some consumer panel
operations especially those which are not run as well as they might be

appreciable proportions of panel- members may miss providing a
proper return about their purchases in a given reporting period (usually
a week) although they will do so again in the next period or so. Since
analyses over longer periods such as 3, 6 or 12 months have to be based
on continuous reporters, this means that they have to be based on
samples which are not only relatively small but which may also be
biased.

Table 6.11. A Comparison of the Market Shares in a 4 -week period of Five Leading Brands F to
J, by Regularity of Reporting

Longer -term Reporters: About 500 panel - members who reported continuously for at least 16
weeks

Shorter -term Reporten: About 1500 panel- members who reported continuously for at least the
4-week analysis - period

4 Weeks Total
F

Brand - Shares

GH I 7

Longer -term reporters
Shorter -term reporters

100%
100%

20
18

18
17

10
10

9
8

8
8

One question then is whether continuous reporters differ in their
purchasing patterns from irregular ones. A deeper question is whether
the periods in which the irregular reporters do not report are of a
special kind (e.g. absences with no purchases being made, or very heavy
purchasing periods, or whatever).
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Investigations of such potential biases can start by comparing very
simple measures, such as brand - shares. An example is given in Table
6.11, for five leading brands F to J in a certain product -field over a
4 -week period.

The particular panel used to measure this field suffered from irregu-
lar reporting to quite an exceptional degree. Thus of a sample of about
1500 who reported for all 4 weeks in the 4 -week period, only about
500 reported for all the following 12 weeks as well, with the remaining
1000 missing one or more weeks. However, Table 6.11 shows that there
was no appreciable difference in the market -shares of the brands among
the longer- and shorter-term reporters *.

Such comparisons can dig more deeply by utilising various indices of
repeat-buying and of multi-brand buying (as discussed in Part V). Some
comparisons of repeat - buying measures are given in Tables 6.12 to 6.14.
Thus Table 6.12 shows little differentiation by regularity of reporting

in teens of the frequency of buying the product in the 4 weeks
analysed. (Cross- analysis of the breakdowns in the Tables 6.11 and
6.12, i.e. brand - shares amongst light, medium and heavy buyers of the
product, also showed no difference.)

Table 6.12. Purchase Frequency of the Product- class, by Regularity of Reporting

4 Weeks All Purchases of the Product Av. number
Buyers 1 -4 5 -8 9+ per Buyer

Longer -term reporters 100% 53 37 10 5.1
Shorter -term reporters 100% 50 39 11 5.0

A similar failure to identify any significant difference in the results
occurs in Table 6.13 on examining the average frequencies with which
the 4 -week buyers of each brand buy either the product or the brand
itself (the only sizeable exception being the 10% difference for total
product purchases of buyers of Brand I).

The frequency distribution of purchases of each brand about these
averages also shows no difference between the shorter- and longer -term
reporters, as is summarised in Table 6.14: there are no differences in
the proportions of buyers of a given brand who buy it once only, nor

Any differences would be pinpointed more sharply by comparing the 500 longer-term
reporters with the 1000 panel - members who were not regular over the total 16 weeks. However,
for expository purposes, comparison of the longer -term reporters with the total sample of 1500
was more realistic, in terms of the practical use of the data.
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are there any differences in such overall measures of the frequency
distributions as their standard deviation.

The general finding so far is that whilst irregular reporting numerical-
ly decreases the sample size available for the analysis of longer -term
buying patterns, it does not markedly affect the quality or validity of
the resulting data.

Table 6.11 Average Purchase Frequencies of the Brand and of the Product, per Buyer of a
Brand, Analysed by Regularity of Reporting

4 Weeks Brands
H 1

Average

Purchases of Product
Longer -term reporters 5.7 5.7 5.9 6.1 5.6 5.8
Shorter -term reporters 6.0 5.8 6.0 6.7 6.0 6.1

Purchases of the Brand
Longer -term reporters 3.3 2.8 3.0 2.9 2.4 2.9
Shorter -term reporters. 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8

Table 6.14. Two Measures of the Frequency Distribution of Purchases of. Individual Brands

(The percentage of buyers buying once only, and the standard deviation)

4 Weeks
F G

Brands
H I J

Average

%Buying Once-only
Longer -term reporters 9% 11% 6% 6% 7% 8%
Shorter -term reporters 9% 12% 8% 6% 7% 8%

Standard Deviation
Longer -term reporters 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.1 1.5
Shorter -term reporters IS 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.6

Quick Estimates of Standard Errors. The sampling of informants on
which consumer panels and surveys are based is another source of error
in the data. The NBD model makes it possible to estimate quickly and
easily various standard errors, instead of having to carry out extensive
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tabulations of the raw data *. This is essentially a time- and labour-
saving application (although it can play a deeper role in determining
sample sizes when planning a new study).

First we consider the standard error of m, the average number of
purchases per informant in a. given period of time, i.e. the level of sales.
For this we need the standard deviation or variance of the, frequency
distribution of purchases. In general, this would require working out
the sums of squares, etc., from a specially tabulated frequency distribu-
tion. Given the fit of the NBD, the standard deviation can however also
be estimated from the proportion of non - buyers pn and the mean m
itself, two statistics which tend to be regularly provided in the relevant
market research reports. The methods mentioned in Chapter 4 for esti-
mating the parameters k or a can be used, the standard error of m for a
sample of size n being then

V {m(1+ m/k)/n) or ./ {m(1+ a)In} .
In certain product - classes the so-called "variance discrepancy" oper-

ates (see Chapters 4 and 7), so that the theoretical value of the standard
deviation is an overestimate. But for many practical purposes all that is
required is an indication of the order of size of the standard error. (In
any case, the variance discrepancy phenomenon is itself regular and can
be allowed for, e.g. by some correction - formula as in § 7.8.)

An even simpler result arises for the standard error of the difference
in the mean purchasing rate m' in one period and the mean m" in
another (equal- length) period. The standard error of the difference
(m' m ") can of course be computed directly from the pairs of read-
ings for individual consumers, but can be estimated more quickly and
easily form the NBD theory.

Thus if the means m' and m" are based on independent samples of
size n' and n ", it follows from the above results for a single time -period
that a simple estimate of the standard error of (m' m ") can be calcu-
lated from the means and the proportions of non - buyers in each of the
two periods, in the form of

,/{ m'(1 +ú ) /n' + m"(11- a" )1 n")

But if the same sample of consumers is used in both periods, as in
work based on consumer panels, the two sets of readings will be corre-
lated. In this case, to obtain an estimate of the standard error of the

* The discussion here treats the data as arising from simple random sampling. Sampling error
estimates must also take into account the "design factor" of the sample (e.g. stratification,
multi -stage sampling, etc.).
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difference (m' m "), we take as the null- hypothesis that in the popu-
lation as a whole the mean purchasing rates in the two periods are the
same, i.e. that there has been no real trend. Then if r' and r" are the
purchases of any one consumer in the two periods, we require the
variance of (r' r ") over all consumers in the population. This is equal
to the expected value of the sum of (r' r ")2, since for all consumers
the mean of (r' r ") has been assumed to be zero. Now in the stochas-
tic NBD model of § 4.5, r' and r" for any one consumer are taken to
behave like independent readings from the same Poisson process with a
mean y for that consumer. The expected value of (r' r ")2 is therefore
equal to the expected value of (r' y)2 + (r" µ)2, which is twice the
mean p of the Poisson (since the variance of the Poisson distribution is
equal to its mean). It follows that taken over all consumers, the vari-
ance of (r' r ") is equal to twice m, the average rate of purchasing in
the population. The sample estimate of this variance is therefore
(m' +m"). The standard error of the difference between the means m'
and m" obtained from the sample is therefore:

(m + m ") /n, or '1(2m /n) for short,
a very simple finding

10

0.1 0.2 0.8 1 2 8 10
observed values

Fig. 6.1. Comparison of 'theoretical' and 'observed' values for the, standard error of the dif-
ference between estimates of mean purchasing rate m in two periods of time.
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The values given by this theoretical formula compare well with the
values of the standard error computed directly from the individual
differences (r' r "), as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The formula holds even
where the Negative Binomial distribution as such does not fit so well
(i.e. for the `variance discrepancy" situation). This is not surprising, as
the deriviation of the ß(2m /n) formula depends only on the Poisson
part of the theoretical model, and not on the Gamma distribution.

The fuller mathematical development of the NBD theory is discussed
in the following chapter. Deducing the theoretical formula ./(2m /n)
and the comparison in Fig. 6.1 was however the first practical applica-
tion of the underlying stochastic model for the NBD described in § 4.5
of Chapter 4 [cf. Ehrenberg 1959] .

6.5. Summary

A common practical application of the theory of stationary repeat -
buying is to evaluate the effects of marketing action under non- station-
ary conditions. The theory provides norms of what repeat- buying
would have been like in the absence of the change in sales - level. In one
case - history, the analysis showed that the extra sales due to a consumer
promotion arose mainly from attracting extra buyers and partly from
increased repeat- buying amongst light buyers, whilst heavy buyers of
the item were unaffected by the promotion. Such uses of the theory to
provide interpretative norms is generally much simpler and cheaper
than running controlled experiments.

Another type of application lies in expanding limited data, as in
interpreting data on the new product- launch discussed in § 6.3. The
analysis showed that the new brand had achieved a high degree of
consumer acceptance, although there was no directly observed data on
this point.

More technical applications of the theory are illustrated by separating
out "excessively heavy" buyers, by establishing the absence of bias due
to irregular reporting of certain panel - members, and by providing quick
ways of estimating various sampling errors.
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CHAPTER 7

THE NBD THEORY

7.1. The Nature of the Theory

The NBD theory provides an integrative model for the various as-
pects of repeat - buying, under stationary or "no-trend" conditions. The
basic concept in the theory was outlined in § 4.5. It is that the pur-
chases of a brand made by each potential buyer are "as if" random over
time and independent of each other (i.e. a Poisson process). Each con-
sumer has his own average frequency of purchase, and these
average purchase frequencies (i.e. the means of the Poissons) follow a
Gamma distribution with parameter k. This is set out more fully in
§ 7.2 of this chapter.

Predictions about various aspects of buying behaviour follow from
this formulation. These have generally been verified for a great variety
of different frequently- bought products and brands, as has been illus-
trated in Part II.

One particular deduction from the model is that the frequency of buyers
making 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. purchases in a given time -period should follow a
Negative Binomial Distribution. This distribution is discussed in § 7.3.

Purchasing patterns in more than one time -period can be represented
in the model's more general form as a multi - variate NBD (§ 7.4). One
aspect of the Poisson -Gamma formulation is that the Gamma parameter
k should be constant over different length time - periods (§ 7.5). This
provides the basis for inter - relating penetration levels and average pur-
chase frequencies in such periods. The formulae for the incidence of
repeat- buyers from one period to another which also follow are treated
in § 7.6, together with the more general form of "conditional trend
analysis" in which repeat- buying by light, medium and heavy buyers is
tracked.

NBD's for different brands or pack -sizes can in theory be aggregated
under certain conditions which are set out in § 7.7. A general discrepan-
cy problem in fitting theoretical frequency distributions occurs for
items which an appreciable proportion of people buy more or less
regularly once a week, there being then a theoretical excess of still
heavier buyers (§ 7.8). This is the "variance discrepancy" problem
which links up with the existence of a minimum inter - purchase interval
for many products (§ 7.9).

127
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7.2. The Compound Poisson Model

A theoretical formulation of buyer behaviour which leads to a Nega-
tive Binomial Distribution for the frequency distribution of purchases
in any given time -period is the stochastic model which was introduced
in § 4.5 of Chapter 4. Thus to analyse stationary purchasing behaviour
over successive (equal) periods of time, the following two-parameter
model of a compound Poisson form was postulated:

(i) Purchases of a given consumer at successive points in time can be
regarded as independent drawings from a Poisson distribution.

(ii) The average rates of purchasing of different consumers in the
long run differ, their distribution being Gamma with exponent k and
mean m.

It is not necessary to assume that this model holds indefinitely over
time, but only that in any time -period one wishes to consider, the
purchasing data should behave as if it did. The postulation is not un-
reasonable on a priori grounds (except for very short time - periods see
§7.9), but the real question is the empirical validity and the practical
utility of specific deductions made from it.

One basic deduction is that the distribution of the number of pur-
chases r made by different consumers in any given time -period should
be an NBD. Thus in a time -period of "unit" length, the Poisson assump-
tion says that the probability that a consumer with a long -run mean
purchasing frequency p would make r purchases (r> 0) is

ey pr
r!

Multiplying this by the Gamma - distribution probability that the con-
sumer has a mean purchasing rate of value p in the long -run, namely

e-µ /a pk -1

ak r(k)

(where a = m /k), and integrating over all p (i.e. over all consumers), gives

J e Qpk -1 e'51dp= (l +a)4` r(k+r)
o akr(k) r! r(r +1)r(k) (1 +a/

a l

This is the term for the probability pr of r occurrences (i.e. purchases)
in an NBD with exponent k and mean m = ak, as set out in § 7.3 below.
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This formulation has had previous practical applications, e.g. in the
study of accident statistics, in certain ecological birth and death and
contagious processes, and in some operational research theory [see for
example Greenwood and Yule 1920, Irwin 1964, Kemp 1970].

The fact that the NBD tends to give a good fit to observed distribu-
tions in a single time -period has already been discussed in Part II and
lends support to the Poisson -Gamma model. But the real support for
the model comes from the extent to which many other deductions
from it also hold. The point is that a "compound Poisson" type of
model is only one of several theoretical stochastic processes which can
lead to a negative binomial distribution for the distribution of occur-
rences in a given time - period, as discussed for example by Anscombe
[ 1950] . One of the alternatives is, in terms of buying behaviour, that
purchasing occasions are still distributed as a Poisson distribution, but
that the distribution is the same for all consumers, and that the amounts
bought per occasion are distributed as a logarithmic series distribution.
This model has been discussed by Williamson and Bretherton [ 1964] in
the context of industrial purchasing, and has been suggested by Profes-
sor Cramer [ 1965] as a possible model for consumer goods purchasing
as analysed here. A mathematical derivation of this model was sketched
in earlier by Quenouille [1949] . However, this model does not appear
applicable here. Thus, it is inconsistent with general experience to sup-
pose that different consumers' average purchasing patterns are the
same, whilst in many product - fields, the amount bought per purchase
occasion is virtually 1 (see Table 3.3 in Chapter 3). More mathematical-
ly, this alternative model requires that the parameter a = m/k should
remain constant for all different lengths of analysis periods and that the
parameter k should vary, whilst in practice the opposite is found to be
so, as is discussed in § 7.5 below.

A potentially more open question occurs within the confines of the
compound Poisson model itself. This relates to an old controversy in
accident statistics, where there is an observed tendency for some people
to have more accidents than others. The question is whether this is
because having had an accident makes it more likely for that person to
have another (i.e. "contagion" or "learning "), or that people differ in
some inherent "proneness" to have accidents. Related discussions for
other buyer behaviour models between regarding consumers as inher-
ently differing from each other (population heterogeneity or "pro-
neness") or as all being initially the same but conditioned by their
differing stochastic experiences ( "learning" or "contagion ") are summa-
rised by Massy et al. [ 1970] ..The evidence in analysing empirical pur-
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chasing behaviour under stationary conditions points clearly to the
Poisson -Gamma formulation in general, and the heterogeneity version
in particular, as providing a variety of successful descriptions.

7.3. The Negative Binomial Distribution

The background and technicalities of the Negative Binomial Distribu-
tion itself are briefly as follows. It is a two-parameter discrete distribu-
tion for certain probabilities p, of observing any non - negative integer r,
where

m -k P(k+r) ( 'm 1
pr l+k 1 P(r+l)P(k)\m+kJ

The two parameters are usually expressed as the mean m and the ex-
ponent k, with the ratio a = ml also being a convenient function of the
two parameters.

The probabilities pr arise in expanding an expression of the binomial
form

(1 -mm -) k or (I -1a rk'
with a negative exponent -k. Thus {1- (a /l+a) }- k= 1 +k(a /1 +a)+
k(k +1)(a/ lta )2 /2 + ..., and multiplying by (l+a)-k to make the proba-
bilities sum to 1, we have po = (1+a)-k, p1= (l +a} kk(a /1 +a), etc.

A general statement of the NBD was probably first given by Mont -
mort in 1714, within a year of Bernoulli's derivation in 1713 of the
much better -known positive binomial distribution obtained from ex-
panding an expression like (p +qy'. (Unlike the positive binomial
which can refer to the proportiòn of times an event with probability p
occurs in n independent trials - the mathematical derivation of the
NBD from a binomial expansion appears to have no direct physical
meaning for our purposes here.) The general history of the negative
binomial distribution has been summarised in reviews of Gurland
[1954], Bartko [1961] and Boswell and Patil [1970] - see also Patil
and Joshi [ 1968] and Johnson and Kotz [ 1969] .

One way of expressing the NBD is through its probability generating
function

(1 +a au)-k
where u is a dummy variable. This is a particularly convenient approach
when dealing with the multivariate NBD in the next section, and the
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univariate case is therefore worth setting out here. Thus expanding this
expression in powers of u gives the probability p, of r occurrences as
the coefficient of ur, i.e.

(1 +a au)-k= (1 +a)-k (1 I -k

1 ( \2_ (Hark 1 + k (1+ a/ u + k 2.11 } 11 +a) uz
P(k+r) a l' u'+. .I.P(r+1)P(k) (l+a/ 1J

Reading off the coefficient of u' gives po = (1+a)-k, p1 = ka(l+a)-k-1
and so on.

The mean of the NBD is
= (1+a)-k rP(k+r) a r

P(r+ 1)11k) (I +a.

_ (1+a)-k E kP(k+r) I a r

((

r I'(r)P(k+l) tl+a
=kaf(1+a)-k-1 EP( )(r(k+1) \1+ 1ra 1)

=ka =m,
since the terms in brackets are an NBD expression with parameter
(k +1), which sums to unity. Other moments, and in particular the
formulae for the variance mentioned in Chapter 4,

m(l+a) or m(1+ k) ,

follow similarly by working through the expression £(r m)2p,
As discussed in § 4.2 of Chapter 4, the parameter k can in general be

best estimated from the observed mean m and the proportion of non-
buyers po by solving the expression

Po = (1+a)-k or (l +m /k) -k ,.

subject to the condition for the existence of an NBD that m> lnp0.

7.4. The Multivariate NBD

The NBD can be generalised to more than one time -period in terms
of a very powerful reformulation as a multivariate NBD, as noted by

o-
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G.J. Goodhardt. Instead of dealing with one time - period, this deals with
any number i = 1 to t time - periods of varying lengths Ti. The probabili-
ty generating function (p.g.f.) of the distribution of people making r1
purchases in the ith period of length T making rt purchases in the jth
period of length Tt, etc., can be written as

{I +a E T;(1- ui) } -k ,
i =1

where the ui are dummy variables, m is the average amount bought in a
time -period of some convenient "unit" length, and a is again mlk, in
terms of the negative exponent -k.

The co-efficient of
(u¡)ri (uj)ri .. .

in the expansion of the p.g.f. in powers of the dummy variables u;, u1,
etc. gives the proportion of the population who make ri purchases in
period i, rt purchases in period j, etc. All the specific formulae for
repeat - buying and for different length time - periods discussed in this
book then follow. For example, the proportion of consumers who are
"lapsed" buyers (i.e. who buy in the first but not in the second of two
equal periods) comes from putting t = 2, T1 = T2, and then adding the
co-efficients of (u1)ri (u2)0 over all non -zero values of r in the first
period.

The general multivariate p.g.f. clearly simplifies to the p.g.f. of the
univariate NBD in a single period of length T

(1+ aT(1-u)}-k
or to the p.g.f. {1 +a- au } -k for "unit" length time -period as given in
§ 7.3. More generally, using arguments similar to those used by Feller
[ 1957] in discussing so-called "generalised" distributions, the multi-
variate model can be shown to yield an NBD when partitioned in quite
a number of different ways. In particular, if the i = 1 to t time - periods
are divided into the first s and the remaining t -s, then the conditional
distribution of (rr, +1, ro_2, rd purchases in periods s +l to t, given
(r1,...r3) purchases in the fasts periods is itself a multivariate NBD with
parameters m' and k' given by

s s

m' =(k +E r;) {m /(m+k)} , k' =(k +E r1),
i =1 i =1

where m is again the mean in a time -period of some "unit" length. This
typifies the great simplicity of the multivariate NBD in terms of its
partitioning and additivity.
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The practical applications of the NBD to other applied areas (such as
accident statistics) have in the past been mostly restricted to dealing
with the frequency distribution in a single time - period. The basic math-
ematical properties of the bivariate NBD were however reported by
Arbous and Kerrich [19511, but they did not explicitly note the NBD
properties of their results, nor develop their possible practical applica-
tions. An explicit treatment of the multivariate NBD was provided by
Bates and Neyman [ 1952] , with some illustrative empirical applica-
tions, and had also already been tackled in Lundberg's pioneer work
[Lundberg 1940]. Some practical concern with pairs of time - periods
and with the bivariate frequency distribution of accidents has been
shown by Cresswell and Frogatt [ 1963] , but the development was not
taken very far.

7.5. The Theoretical Constant k in Different Length Time- Periods

The properties of the parameter k in the NBD expression
{1 +atTi(1- ui)) -k are basic to the NBD theory. As already noted, the
two parameters of the NBD model are usually denoted firstly by the
exponent k, and secondly either by m, the mean number of the pur-
chases made by all consumers in the population in a time-period of
some convenient (but arbitrary) unit length, or by the quantity a =m /k.

Under stationary conditions, the mean m in equal time - periods must
be the same, because of the definition of stationarity (viz. no trend in
the level of aggregate sales). The numerical value of m in any given
time -period is therefore proportional to its length. Denoting by mT the
mean in a period of length T relative to the "unit" time- period, we have
under stationary conditions that

mT=Tm.

Th e r m or,mgte ^generally 2sT there.fóre_ acts as a pie-
fa r, reflecting the length of the analysis- peria

o[Irrz á t, parameter k m -The flieotetrcTgotssôh -Ga ma
m s Lunslarit fot 'Afferent lengths 6f ánalysis-fe iod (eg. 4 we s,
8 eks;2t wicks etc. is k is theyarameter öfthe Gammá listri-
bu Llt descri .'es the óhg- rurTdifferencesin flté äveráge purei)ts-
in rates of-úifferent eonsumei. oöst of-the repeat - buying formulae
der Tronrtl N11D modéf depende pend explicitly on k being constant in
this way.
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The empirical behaviour of estimates of the parameter k for different
lengths of time- periods is therefore of crucial importance to the validity
of the NBD model. For any given (near- stationary) brand, the value of
kr for a period of length T can be estimated from the observed propor-
tion br of consumers who buy and the mean number of purchases mr
per consumer in the time -period by solving the equation

l¡k.+ 1krbT-1 kT

as discussed in §4.2 of Chapter 4 and Appendix A. If the NBD model
holds, the values of kr for the different points should then be the same,
i.e. independent of T.

Table 7.1 shows a typical example of the constancy of k for a typical
brand in a certain product -field X [Chatfield et al. 1966] in the 4-, 8 -,
12 -, and 24- weekly periods which were analysed It also contrasts this
constancy of k with the increase in the observed amount mr bought,
which is sixfold and therefore pro rata to T, with the corresponding
increase by a ratio of about 2 in the observed proportions br of the
population buying in each period, and with the increase by a factor of 3
in the observed average frequency of purchase wT bought per buyer
(Le. mT /bT).

The values of k for all other relevant analyses available in the same
product -field (i.e. for 14 brands or pack -sizes for which near - stationary
data from four weeks up to 24 weeks could be analysed) also showed

Table 7.1. The Virtual Constancy of the NBD Parameter k for Increasing Lengths of
Time - Period, and the Increase of other Observed Statistics

(A typical brand, and the average value of k for 14 other brands or pack -sizes in product -field R)

Length of Period
(in Weeks)

Ratio of 24-
Week to
4-Week values

4 8 12 24 6

A typical brand:
Mean amdunt bought per household, Pit .12 .24 .36 .72 6

Percentage of buyers, 100.57. 4 5 6 8 2

Average amount per buyer, mT /bwTT 3 5 6 9 3

NBD parameter kT, shown as 10kr .20 .19 .21 .23 1

Average kT for 14 brands, as IOkr .57 .49 .48 .54 1
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no trend in k, as is shown by the average values of kr in the last line of
the table. The same result has since been seen in many other product
fields.

Since kT is constant under stationary conditions and mr = Tm, the
parameter aT = milk acts as a scale - parameter like mT itself, i.e. aT is
proportional to T. The formulae relating results in different length
time periods in § 4.8 of Chapter 4 are founded on this simple basis.
Firstly, we have that

bT= 1(1 +a1) k= 1 (1 +arrk,
in terms of a = m/k and k for the "unit" length period. Secondly, since
mT = Tm, the earlier formula for w7., the average purchase frequency
per buyer, follows immediately from w7: = m1/br, i.e. wT =
Tm / {1 (1 +a7) -k} .

7.6. Repeat - Buying in Two Periods

One of the deductions from the NBD model in Chapter 4 concerned
repeat- buying behaviour from one time -period to the next under sta-
tionary conditions. Two basic features are the proportion bR of con-
sumers who buy the brand or pack -size in both periods, and the average
number of purchases mR (expressed on a "per consumer" basis) made
in each time -period by such "repeat- buyers ". Corresponding results for
"new" and for "lapsed" buyers are obtained by substraction from the
values of b and m for all buyers in a single period.

The terminology of repeat, "new" and "lapsed" buyers here is defined
in terms of any pair of equal time- periods I and II according to whether
a consumer buys in both periods (repeat - buying), or in the Period II
only or in Period I only, as was set out in Table 4.4 of Chapter 4. None
of these definitions depend in any way on what the consumers in
question did in still earlier or in later periods; thus the so -called "new"
buyers may have bought the brand prior to Period I (and generally will
in fact have done so), and the "lapsed" buyers may well buy the brand
again after Period II.

The quantities bR and mR concerning repeat - buying behaviour in
two time- periods can then be related to (or predicted from) knowledge
of purchasing behaviour in a single time - period, and in particular from
the average number of purchases m in the first time -period and the
proportion b of consumers who buy this item at all in that first time -
period. More specifically, the values of bR and of mR can be expressed
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by formulae which only involve m and the NBD parameter k, the latter
being calculated from the values of b and m in the single time -period
according to the usual formula b = 1 (11m /k)-k or 1 - (l+a)-k.

Thus according to the result for bT for T = 2 at the end of the
preceding section, the proportion of the population buying in the com-
bined period is

b2 = 1 (1 +2a)-k
in terms of the first period's values of a and k, and since

bR= 2b -b2,
we have

bR= 1 2(l+a)-k + (1 +2ark
The proportions bN and bL of "new" and "lapsed" buyers are under

stationary conditions correspondingly given by b - bR , so that

bN = _ (1+ark- (1 +2ark.
The average frequency of purchase mN (or mt) by "new" (or lapsed)

buyers can easily be calculated by using the Poisson assumption. Thus a
consumer with mean purchasing rates will be a non -buyer in the first
period with Poisson probability em . Given the independence property of
the model, his purchases in the next period will still have an expected
value A. Integrating across the Gamma- distribution of p for all con-
sumers, the average purchasing rate mN by "new" buyers (on a "per
consumer" basis) is

JeN{(1/a)ke-µ/auk_I/r(k)}µdµ= ak +alk+le µ(l+a)/aµkdF+
(l+a)k+l( a J r(k+l)

where the integral is a Gamma distribution with parameters (1+a) /a and
(k+1), which therefore sums to I. In terms of the mean purchasing rate
m of all consumers, we therefore have

mN
(1+ a)k+1

m

Correspondingly, the average purchasing rate mR by repeat - buyers
(again on a "per consumer" basis) is

MR= rit MN= m{1(1+ ark 1}.
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Conditional Trend Analysis. For more detailed cross - analyses of
buying behaviour from one period to another, we consider all the con-
sumers who made exactly r purchases in Period I. The "conditional"
distribution of their purchases in Period II then turns out to be itself a
negative binomial, with mean (k +r) l {al(l+a)} and with the k type of
parameter of "exponent" taking the value (k+r). (This follows from the
multivariate results in § 7.4.) The proportion of the buyers of r pur-
chases in the first period who buy in the next period is for example

1 {l +(a /l+a) } -k -r

This "conditional" type of analysis was used in Table 3.10 in Chap-
ter 3 and in the case - histories in § 5.6 of Chapter 5 and § 6.2 of Chapter
6. The formulae for the incidence of "new" and "lapsed" buyers and
for their average rates of purchasing which have already been given can
also be deduced as special cases (i.e. with r = 0) of this more general
result.

The simple conditional distribution for any value of r in two equal
time - periods generalises further for two unequal periods, of unit and
relative length T respectively. Thus the purchases in the second period
(of relative length T) made by those consumers who buy r units in the
first period still follow an NBD, with mean (k+r)[aT /(l+a)] and ex-
ponent (k+r), where a again refers to the unit - length period. The for-
mulae for varying time - periods set out in § 7.5 of this chapter can be
regarded as special cases of these conditional distributions.

7.7. The Combination of the NBD's

Two major kinds of aggregation (or dis- aggregation) problems occur
in analysing repeat - buying behaviour by means of the NBD model. One
is how repeat - buying patterns in sub-groups of the population compare
with those in the population as a whole. The other is how the repeat -
buying patterns for individual items such as a particular pack -size or
brand compare with those for combinations of such items, e.g. all the
pack -sizes of a brand combined, or different brands combined into
some product -class total.

For sub- groups of the population such as consumers in specific age -
groups or in different geographical regions, the question is whether the
NBD will give a good fit for such sub-groups when it does so for the
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population as a whole. It can be shown that in theory, different nega=
five binomial distributions, variously weighted and added together, will
almost never combine into an exact negative binomial distribution.

In practice however, negative binomial distributions for sub- groups
seem to combine into a negative binomial distribution for the popula-
tion as a whole, the fit in all cases of course being approximate rather
than absolutely exact. This is illustrated in Table 7.2 for a breakdown
by household size, the socio- economic breakdown which usually pro-
duces the sharpest differences in purchasing levels here an average of
.7 purchases per household of 5 or more persons, and only .2 purchases
per 1- person household, and the parameters of the fitted distribution
differ accordingly. However, the distributions of the purchases made by
households of sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5+ respectively, and by all households
together, are all virtually negative binomials, as is illustrated by the fact
that the observed and theoretical estimates of the standard deviations, s
and a, in each size -group agree well.

Table 7.2. Negative Binomial Parameters in Different Size-of-Household Groups for a Certain
Brand

Parameters
Size of Household Groups Total

Sample
(Rounded) 1 2 3 4 5+

Mean m .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .5

NBD Parameters:
10k .3 .4 .6 .8 .7 .6
a =m /k 6 10 9 8 10 9

Standard Deviations:
Observed s 1.2 2.2 2.5 2.3 2.9 2.4
Theoretical a 1.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.7 2.2

The explanation of this paradox between theory and practice lies
mainly in the fact that even for something with as wide a range of
purchasing levels in as a breakdown by size -of- household, the differ-
ences between the distributions for the sub - groups are small compared
with the scatter within each sub-group. Furthermore, the breakdown by
size -of- household illustrated here reflects the apparently common case
where the extreme groups are small. Thus households containing 2, 3 or
4 people form the great majority of all households, and the distribu-
tions for these three sub -groups (i.e. their means) are relatively similar.
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(Combining sizes 1 and 5+ only, for example, might well not lead to a
good negative binomial fit, but such a combination would not usually
be of practical interest.)

Turning to the second type of aggregation mentioned above, we
consider the fit of the distribution for an individual brand or pack -size
on the one hand and for combinations of such items (e.g. the whole
product -group) on the other. We have a theoretical result which can be
derived from the probability generating function of the NBD in § 7.3,
namely that if x and y are two negative binomial variables with para-
meters (mi, kx) and (mÿ, Icy), then their sum (x+y) will follow a
negative binomial distribution under two conditions, namely if and only
if the two variables are independent and if ax = ay, where a = m/k as
usual. The parameters of the aggregated NBD will be (mx+my),
(kx + ky). Even though one may expect the result to hold approximately
when ax and ay are not exactly equal, this condition would seem to
impose a marked constraint on aggregation possibilities. However, some
powerful empirical findings described in Chapter 10 show that these
conditions do in fact tend to be fulfilled to quite a close degree of
approximation under a wide range of circumstances, as is discussed
further in § 11.4 of Chapter 11.

7.8. The Variance Discrepancy

The basic finding in developing the NBD model was that the ob-
served distribution of purchases in any single period could generally be
well fitted by the negative binomial distribution. Table 3.4 in Chapter 3
gave some very recent examples, and Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 one of the
earliest.

When fitting by using the proportion of buyers b (or pp = 1 b) and
the mean m as the observed data, the degree to which the standard
deviations (or variances) of the observed and theoretical distributions
agree can be used as a measure of fit, as discussed in § 4.2 of Chapter 4.
Fig. 7.1 summarises in this sense the earliest results [Ehrenberg 1959]
amounting to some 150 varied cases (different products, brands, timer
periods, etc.).

For standard deviations up to 1 or 2, the agreement between the
observed standard deviations and the theoretical values Am( I+a) of
the fitted NBD was clearly good. However, a failure to fit becomes
apparent for larger values of the standard deviation, where the theoreti-
cal value is generally higher than the observed one. A striking feature of
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the data is that these discrepancies in the standard deviation (or vari-
ances) are themselves extremely regular and systematic. This "variance
discrepancy" i.e. a failure to fit under certain circumstances has
therefore been known from the earliest stage of the work and has been
confirmed in many other cases since.

50

r10
+ 5

E

0.05 0.1 Q5 1 5 10
Observed values

50

Fig. 7.1. Comparison of 'theoretical' and 'observed' values for the standard deviation of the
frequency distributions of consumer purchases.

If we denote the observed variance by 52 and the theoretical variance
by a2 = m( I +a), Fig. 7.1 shows that the numerical differences o s
increase rapidly and systematically with increasing values of s. One
possibility in trying to describe the variance discrepancy a2 -52 is
therefore to fit some suitable mathematical equation to the values of o2
and 52 themselves. However, this is not the only possibility. Thus
(a2 s2) is correlated not only with s2, but also with the average rate of
buying m, and with the length of the analysis -period T. And there could
be various interactions between all these factors.

To account for all these possible relationships, the NBD model pro-
vided a starting -point (despite its failure to provide an exact fit here).
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Firstly there was the effect of the length of the analysis -period T.
According to the NBD model, a2 = m(l +m /k) and so for a stationary
brand the expression

a2 m 1

should be constant irrespective of the length of the analysis- period,
since k itself is independent of the length of time - period. In studying
various brands and pack -sizes in a product -field where the variance
discrepancy generally occurred, it was found [Chatfield et al. 1966]
that the corresponding expression (s2 - m) /m2 for the observed variance
52 was also approximately constant. (For example, the value of
(s2 -m) /m2 for all the items analysed averaged at about 21 in the
4- weekly periods and at 22 in the 24- weekly periods.) We therefore
have that the two expressions (s2 m) /m2 and (02 - m) /m2 tend each
to be independent of the length of time -period analysed.

Secondly it was found empirically that these two quantities were re-
lated in such a way that the differences between their square roots were
approximately constant, irrespective of the brand and of the values of s
or a (and of course by now irrespective of the length of time period).
The numerical value of these differences averages at a little less than
1 for the product -field in question. Taking the value to be 1 as a rough
but convenient approximation, we have

/ {(a2 m)/m2} {(s2 m) /m2} _ 1 .

This equation held with a mean deviation of about .5 for the data in
question, where the observed variances ranged from less than .1 to
about 50.

This relationship can be further simplified. In consumer purchasing
data m is generally low, and often very low, compared with 52 (especial-
ly for longer time- periods). Ignoring therefore the term m in both
(s2 m) and (02 m), the above relationship simplifies to the difference
between the observed and theoretical co-efficients of variation s/m and
a/m of the observed distribution of purchases and the fitted NBD, i.e.

a/m s/m = 1 .

For the initial data this relationship again held with a mean deviation of
about .5. The relationship can also be conveniently expressed in the
form

as=m.
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In some subsequent work on the variance discrepancy it appeared that a
closer fit might generally be obtained by something like

as=m/2,
and more systematic study is still required. However, whatever the
precise numerical values should be, this type of relationship is simple,
and simple to use. For example, it helps to resolve the apparent conflict
between the two kinds of results that have occurred one where the
NBD appears to give a good fit and a z s (as in the example of Table 4.1
and the smaller values represented in Fig. 7.1), and the others where it
does not give a good fit and a >s (as shown for example by the larger
values in Fig. 7.1). Both cases can now be subsumed by the "discrepan-
cy" formula a s i m (or o s = m /2), since this also covers the case
a = s, namely when m is very small compared with s.

All this however does little more than cope descriptively with the
variance discrepancy as such. It does not provide a more successful
theoretical distribution to fit to observed data subject to the variance
discrepancy. However, further insight into the nature of the discrepan-
cy has been provided by a number of other checks.

One negative finding concerns the assumption of a Poisson distribu-
tion for each consumer's purchases over time. This is known not to
apply in very short time- periods (as discussed in § 4.9 of Chapter4 and
also § 7.9 below). But any failure of this assumption to hold in longer
time - periods could not in fact account for the variance discrepancy.
Thus the component of the NBD variance m(1+a) which is due to the
Poisson distribution amounts to m, and this is generally small compared
with the term ma and therefore small compared with the variance dis-
crepancy itself, especially in longer time - periods. (The a s _ m formula
implies that in terms of variances, the discrepancy would be of the
order of m2. A detailed analysis [Chatfield and Goodhardt 1972] of
one possible alternative formulation replacing the Poisson distribu-
tion by an Erlang distribution (a Poisson with every other reading cen-
sored) as suggested by Herniter [ 1969] has shown no effective differ-
ence from the NBD in the resulting distribution of purchases for indi-
vidual brands.)

Other possible factors which have led to negative conclusions [as
discussed elsewhere, eg. Chatfield et al. 1966] are the variable market-
ing mix, non- stationarity in the data, the occurrence of excessively
heavy buyers, and errors of measurement such as under-recording of
very frequently- purchased items or relative over claiming of infrequent
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purchases. Errors of measurement for example seems an unlikely ex-
planation, given the variety of different types of product- fields covered
(see Table 4.2 and the discussion in § 1.2 of Chapter 1), and with data
collected by somewhat different techniques.

Another finding is that the fit of the repeat- buying formulae from
one period to another as discussed in § 7.6 does not seem to be sys-
tematically affected by whether or not the variance discrepancy occurs
within each time- period. In other words, the repeat buying patterns
appear to be largely self - compensating in this respect. A theoretical
implication is that the fit of the repeat- buying formulae is not necessari-
ly a very rigorous test of the underlying rationale and assumptions of
the NBD model. The practical consequence is however that the variance
discrepancy is usually of relatively little concern in applications of the
theory to period to-period repeat- buying. It only arises when dealing
directly with the frequency of purchase as such (which includes the
"conditional" type of analyses in § 7.6).

7.9. Shelving

A feature of consumer purchasing for grocery products which was
noted in the earliest analyses is that purchase frequencies tend to clus-
ter or "bunch" at or near a number equal to the number of weeks in
the analysis period. Typically, the observed frequencies at or near this
point exceed the values of the theoretical distribution that has been
fitted. This has already been briefly commented on in § 4.3 of Chapter
4.

"Bunching" occurs because a small number of consumers report ex-
ceptionally regular purchasing, for example one virtually every week.
This is largely due to a few consumers marginally adjusting their pur-
chasing behaviour (and possibly their actual consumption habits) to fit
into such a neat purchase- per -week pattern along the lines already indi-
cated in §4.9 of Chapter 4. (It could also be due to regular reporting,
rather than to regular purchasing, i.e. an error of measurement or bias
in the data collection procedure.)

The numerical incidence of such very regular reporting of virtually
one purchase per week is usually relatively small, the vast majority of
buyers reporting much more sporadic and irregular purchasing patterns.
In early work it seemed that bunching of this kind would have little
numerical effect on the fit of the NBD in general and on the variance
discrepancy in particular. Thus if the bunched purchases were "smoothed ",
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i.e. distributed on either side of their peaked value, the mean and the
variance of the observed distribution would hardly be affected.

This earlier analysis of the bunching phenomenon was however too
superficial. Thus it was not just a case of there being a few too many
purchasers buying at or near the critical frequency (e.g. equal to the
number of weeks in the analysis- period), but that there are consistently
too few buyers buying more frequently than that. The observed distri-
bution contains a shelf -like discontinuity. Since for most goods there
are in any case very few frequent buyers, the actual number of
buyers involved in the "shelving" phenomenon is usually small. But
since it is the heavy buyers in the tail of the distribution who are
missing, the effect in terms of their sales importance is quite large (as
illustrated by the bracketed figures in Table 2.1 of Chapter 2), and so is
the effect on the variance. This is illustrated in Table 7.3 where there is
a theoretical excess of 1.5% of sample supposedly buying more often
than once a week (2.1% theoretical versus .6% observed), but the vari-
ances (or standard deviations) differ quite markedly.

The "shelving" effect occurs because for many different products
there is an upper limit to the number of times people will generally buy

Table 7.3. A Typical Example of "Shelving"

(The observed frequency distribution of purchases of a certain brand in 4 weeks, and the NBD
fitted to the mean and the proportion of zeros)

No. of Purchases
in 4 Weeks

Observed NBD

% %
0 79.3 (79.3)*
1 8.4 10.6
2 5.1 4.5
3 3.0 2.3
4 3.6 1.3

5 .2 .8
6 .4 .5
7+ 0 .8

Total Sample 100% 100%

Mean m .45 (.45)*
Variance 1.13 1.54
Standard Deviation 1.06 1.24

* Used in fitting.
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it in a given time - period. This upper limit is mainly a matter of pur-
chasing habits (i.e. a tendency to buy at most once a week, say on a
Friday), but it may in some cases also be influenced by usage habits
(i.e. a need to use up one purchase before another one is made). For
many household products (e.g. many packaged foods, soaps and toilet-
ries), the effective minimum inter purchase time is the week *. In Ta-
ble 7.3, we typically have very few people buying more than 4 times in
4 weeks, and a corresponding higher "shelf" of observed frequencies at
or just below 4 purchases. In contrast, the distribution shown in
Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 showed no variance discrepancy and no shelving
because there were only 3 households buying anything like as often as
once a week (about 0.15% of the sample, or 1% of all buyers, compared
with something like 7% of the sample, or a third of all buyers, in
Table 7.3).

There are then few if any consumers who buy more often than the
number of "minimum" time - periods in the analysis- period, e.g. more
than 12 times in a 12 -week quarter, or 24 times in a 24 -week half -year.
The converse of this "shortage" of very frequent buyers which only
makes itself manifest if appreciable numbers of buyers do buy as often
as once a week is the much more general failure of the NBD repeat -
buying model to fit for very short time - periods, i.e. at or near the
minimum inter - purchase interval, as has already been discussed in § 4.9
of Chapter 4.

The general conclusion therefore is that the NBD model only breaks
down near the boundaries, i.e. for very short time periods and for rela-
tively large numbers of purchases. Despite this limited failure, it seems
that a fundamental reformulation of the theory is required. One possi-
bility which may deal with the problems more fully is analysis in terms
of purchasing periods, not purchasing occasions, as is touched on in
Chapter 11.

For the present, the NBD theory (and the LSD approximation) pro-
vide the best working tool available. It tends to give a good fit in the
"middle range" of cases, i.e. for relatively long time - periods (say 4
weeks or more for grocery products), and for brands or other items
which relatively few consumers buy as regularly as every week.

With more frequently- bought products like petrol, cigarettes, milk and bread, the situation
is as yet less clear but there is little doubt that the basic problems discussed in this section also
apply.
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7.10. Summary

The NBD theory states that under stationary, no-trend conditions, a
consumer's purchases over time are effectively like an independent
random drawing from a Poisson distribution, the mean of the distribu-
tion for different consumers their average long -run frequencies of
purchase being distributed according to a Gamma - distribution with
exponent k.

This stochastic formulation leads to an NBD for the distribution of
purchases in any given time - period, and a multivariate NBD with proba-
bility generating function 11+a£ Ti( 1 u,)}-k for any number i = 1 to t
time periods of lengths T,. This multivariate distribution partitions
readily, in that for any sub -group defined by their purchases in one or
more periods, their purchases in other periods are again NBD.

The model has two parameters, the overall mean m in a given time -
period and the exponent k. Under stationary conditions, the mean in
(or the alternative parameter a = m /k) varies directly with the length of
the analysis- period, whilst the exponent k remains the same. From this,
formulae for penetration -growth over time and for various aspects of
repeat - buying from one period to another can readily be deduced.

Different NBD's can be aggregated if they are independent and have
the same values of a. These two conditions tend in practice to be
approximately fulfilled, as is discussed in Chapter 11.

In time- periods near the minimum inter-purchase time which tend to
operate for many products such as a week for many grocery products

repeat - buying is of a different form, almost no one buying more than
once in any one such period. This shows up as the `variance discrepan-
cy" or "shelving" effect, where the NBD overstates the number of
people who buy more often than 10 times in 10 weeks say, but this is
only noticeable for products where an appreciable proportion of con-
sumers do buy as often as about once every week.



CHAPTER 8

THE LSD THEORY *

8.1. An Approximation to the NBD

As already noted in Chapter 4, the LSD theory of repeat- buying is
based on the Logarithmic Series Distribution and gives a very close
approximation to the NBD theory in certain parameter ranges (roughly,
a value of the NBD exponent k less than 0.2).

The Logarithmic Series Distribution is simpler than the NBD, having
only one parameter rather than two. The corresponding LSD repeat
buying formulae tend therefore to be more convenient than the NBD
ones. The LSD formulae can often be further simplified, in terms of
approximate expressions in the average frequency of purchase per
buyer w * *.

The crucial feature of the LSD is that it concerns only the distribu-
tion of buyers: non - buyers can be dealt with separately, as is shown in
§8.2. The Logarithmic Series Distribution itself is described in §8.3,
and a simple formula for the cumulative distribution in §8.4. The LSD
formula together with simplifying approximations for penetration
growth and for period- to-period repeat- buying are developed in § § 8.5
and 8.6. An underlying stochastic model is outlined in § 8.7.

8.2. The Number of Non- Buyers

One possible explanation of the "variance discrepancy" discussed in
§7.8 i.e. the partial failure of the NBD to fit in certain cases might
have lain with the number of non- buyers * * *. One early question was
therefore whether the non -zero part of an observed buying distribution
subject to the variance discrepancy might not be successfully fitted by a

* This chapter describes the more mathematical parts of the LSD theory.
** These simplifications are important conceptually and for ad hoc applications; for routine

use, calculations tend to be computerised and the more general NBD formula are to be
preferred.

* ** This number is determined by the defmition of the population of potential buyers, which
is often partly arbitrary. For example, in analysing petrol buying, should the "population"
be all adults, or all drivers (including wives, friends and children and for the wife's car
husbands), or car owners and the like, or people who have ever bought petrol, or who
might ever do so, or what?

147
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zero- truncated NBD. If successful, this would then lead to a new
"estimated" (i.e. artificial) number of zeros and give a good fit to the
full NBD.

Table 8.1. NBD's with Varying Numbers of Notional "Non- Buyers ", fitted to the Observed Pur-
chases for a 2,000 - household Sample (Table 4.1)

(388 buyers making 1272 purchases)

750 1,000

Size of'

1,500 2,000*

"sample"

5,000 10,000 20,000

Observed buyers 388 388' 388 388 * 388' 388' 388'
Notional "non -

buyers" 362 612 1,112 1,612 * 4,612 9,612 19,612

Proportion of
buyers, b 0.51 0.39 0.26 0.19 0.07 0.04 0.02

Proportion of
"non- buyers", 1 -b 0.49 0.61 0.74 0.81 0.43 0.96 0.98

Av. no. of purchases:
- per buyer, w 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
- per "informant ", m 1.7 1.3 0.85 0.63 0.25 0.13 0.06

Once -only buyers:
"Observed" 164 164 * 164' 164 * 164 164 164'
"Theoretical" 136 145 153 156 162 164 165

Standard deviations:
"Observed" s 3.2 2.9 2.4 2.1 ' 1.4 1.0 0.7
"Theoretical" a 2.8 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.4 1.0 0.7

k 0.48 0.29 0.16 0.11 0.04 0.02 0.01
m/k=a 3.5 4.3 5.1 5.5 6.2 6.5 6.6

Directly observed.

Investigation of this possibility [Chatfield et al. 1966j quickly led to
quite the contrary result. Neither the cause nor the cure of the variance
discrepancy lay with the observed number of non- buyers. Furthermore,
it was found that the particular value of the proportion of non - buyers
was often altogether irrelevant to the fit of the NBD, i.e. even in those
cases where the fit of the full distribution was good.
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Thus for any distribution of purchases which is fitted well by an
NBD, it is found that an NBD will still give a good fit if the number of
zeros (i.e. non - buyers) is arbitrarily increased. An illustration is given in
Table 8.1. This is based on the observed data in Table 4.1 of Chapter 4
(reproduced in full in Table 8.2). In Table 8.1 the number of zeros and
hence the total sample size are varied from a total "sample" of 750 up
to 20,000, but the actual number of buyers is kept fixed at the ob-
served level of 388.

For numbers of "non- buyers" which are smaller than the observed
1612, the fit of the NBD progressively worsens. This is illustrated in
Table 8.1 by the increasing discrepancies between such indices as the
"observed" and "theoretical" standard deviations (as measures of over-
all fit), and the "observed" and "theoretical" numbers of once -only
buyers (which for the sample of 750 are quite marked). For increasing
numbers of zeros however, these indices show that the fit of the NBD's
remains good.

For increasing numbers of zeros, the parameters m and k of the fitted
NBD decrease, but in such a way that their ratio m/k tends towards a
steady value, as is implied by the last line of Table 8.1 (where m/k tends
towards a limiting value of about 6.7). This reflects a general mathe-
matical theorem [Fisher et al. 1943] that as the parameters k and m of
an NBD are made to tend to zero in such a way that their ratio m/k

usually denoted by the quantity a tends towards a non -zero limit,
the non -zero part of the NBD tends towards the so-called logarithmic
series distribution or LSD. This means for practical purposes that the
non -zero part of an observed NBD can be approximated to by a loga-
rithmic series distribution, if the NBD parameter k is low enough.

The strict condition for the LSD to give the same results as the non-
zero part of an NBD is that the NBD parameter k = O. In practice, the
value of k for individual brands or pack -sizes in consumer purchasing
data are often about 0.1 or less, and this is "low enough" for the LSD
to be quite a good approximation to the NBD. (For heavily aggregated
data, such as total product -field purchases, the values of k are often
substantially higher and the LSD will differ from the zero- truncated
NBD and not give such a good fit.) The degree of numerical agreement
between the LSD and NBD results in fact depends on both the NBD
parameters or, in other words, on both b and w. In practice, a good
LSD fit is obtained for data where b, the proportion of buyers, is less
than about .2 for any w greater than about 1.5, and for b < .4 as
long as w > 4. Table 8.2 illustrates the goodness of fit of both the LSD
and the NBD to the earlier data of Table 4.1, where k was .11. (This
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Table 8.2. An Example of the Fit of the LSD and NBD to Observed Data

(26 -week data for a 2,000 household sample, from Table 4.1)

Number of
Purchases

LSD

The Number of Buyers

Observed NBD

0 (1,612) 1,612 (1,612)"

1 165 164 157
2 72 71 74
3 42 47 44
4 27 28 29
5 19 17 20
6 14 12 15
7 10 12 11
8 8 3 8
9 6 7 6

10 4 6 5

11 3 3 4
12 3 3 3
13 2 5 2
14 2 0 2
15 2 0 1

16 1 0 1
17 1 2 1
18 1 0 1
19 1 0 1
20 1 1 1

21+ 4 5" 2

Proportion of non- buyers: P, = .806
Proportion of buyers: b = 1 p, = .194

Av. no. of purchases per household: in = .636"
Av. no. of purchases per buyer: w = 3.3 " "

Standard deviations of the non -zero distribution
Observed: = 3.8
Truncated NBD: = 3.6

LSD: =3.8

* Used in fitting the NBD.
" Actual values 22, 22, 25, 26, 26.

"* Used in fitting the LSD.
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was the earliest published data for the NBD, and the fact that the LSD
gives if anything a better fit than the NBD itself is of no general
significance.)

It follows that much consumer purchasing data which can be success-
fully described by the two-parameter NBD can also be described by the
one - parameter LSD, together with a quite separate parameter, namely
(1 b), the proportion of the population who are non - buyers. The latter
does not directly enter into the LSD itself, whereas in the NBD model,
the proportion of non - buyers (1 b) and the mean m operate in an inter-
related sort of way and lead to relatively complex formulae involving
both statistics (e.g. b = 1 (1+a)- k, where a = m /k). The LSD formula-
tion therefore gives scope for considerable simplification. The general
properties of the LSD have been discussed by Anscombe [ 1950] , Patil
[ 1962] and Patil et al. [ 1964] . Patil and Bildikar [ 1964] have also dis-
cussed the mathematical background of stochastic models tending to
logarithmic series distributions.

8.3. The Logarithmic Series Distribution

The LSD concerns the frequency distribution of purchases, i.e. how
many buyers make 1, 2, 3 etc. purchases, excluding the non - buyers or
zeros (or dealing with them separately).

The probabilities of the logarithmic series distribution are best ex-
pressed in terms of a certain parameter q. Thus the LSD is a particular
statistical distribution of the probabilities p, of making r purchases in
the given time -period (for r > 1), where

qrPr= rin(1 q)
(The logarithm "In" is to base e a table is given in Appendix B.)*

For r> 1,
r

Er p, =1, since E- = In(1 q).
The probabilities p'r are therefore essentially the series of terms in the
expansion of the logarithmic expression In (1 q) in powers of q, i.e.

In terms of the proportion pr of all consumers who make r purchases, we have p, = bp. for
r a 1, andp = 1 b.
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q, q2 /2, q3/3 etc. This derivation has no direct physical meaning here,
but the name of the distribution stems from it.

The mean of the LSD is w, the average number of purchases per
buyer. This is given in terms of the LSD parameter q by

4w (1q) ln (1q)

In terms of the mean m of the full frequency distribution including
buyers (i.e. the per capita type of measure of sales) and the proportion
of buyers b, we have

w = m/b

As far as the LSD theory is concerned, w operates independently of the
proportion of buyers b in the population as a whole *.

The average rate of purchasing per buyer is clearly a meaningful
measure of consumer behaviour in its own right. Furthermore, various
early studies of the NBD had also suggested that it was a useful statistic
in technical terms; thus within certain ranges of the parameters, it was
found that many NBD formulae depend not so much on the varying
combination of the two statistics m and b as simply on their ratio
m/b = w [e.g. Brace 1959, Ehrenberg 1963]. The LSD now brings this
out explicitly. In addition, w has subsequently been found to be rela-
tively constant for different brands or pack -sizes (as is discussed in
Chapter 10 and was illustrated in Table 3.2).

To carry out calculations in the LSD theory (such as calculating the
values of p' or the repeat- buying formulae later), we need the value of
q for the observed data. This is usually best calculated from the ob-
served value w. The above equation between w and q cannot however
be solved explicitly for q in terms of a given value of w, but tables can
be constructed for reading off values of q from given values of w [e.g.
Patil 1962, Kamat and Wani 1964, Williamson and Bretherton 1964].
A simple example was given as Table 2.2 in Chapter 2, and a more ex-
tensive one is given in Table B.1 in Appendix B.

The values of q range from 0 (for w = 1) to 1 (for infinite w), but
change very slowly relative to w for values of w which are at all large,

This applies to the LSD formulator any given brand, and is not to be confused with the way
in which w and b may vary together empirically from one brand to another (see § 3.2 in Chap-
ter 3 and §§10.2 and 11.5).
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so that care must be taken over rounding-off and interpolation. This
difficulty can largely be overcome by a reformulation of the parameter
q as q /(1 q), which is also more generally useful in many of the LSD
calculations. This expression q/(1 q) is usually denoted by a *. Thus

4 aa
(1 q) 4 l+a

and w can hence be expressed in terms of a as

aw (1 +a)

The latter equation still cannot be solved for a directly in terms of w,
but values of a can be read off from a suitable table (such as Table B.3
in Appendix B) * *. The equation w = a /In(I +a) is more nearly linear
between w and a than the corresponding relation between w and q and
is therefore easier to use, e.g. in interpolating [Chatfield 1969]. (Thus
for any w < 20, one can calculate a to the same number of significant
figures, for a desired level of accuracy; this is not true for q, which
varies very little for higher values of w and therefore requires more sig-
nificant places then.)

Additional simplification arises because numerical analysis has shown
that a direct algebraic approximation exists within the parameter range
of about 2 < w < 20 or so (which contains much of the consumer pur-
chasing data that has so far been analysed). Thus a can be expressed to a
very close degree of approximation (i.e. to within about 2%) as the fol-
lowing explicit function of w,

a = 2.46(w- 1)1.23

and q is similarly given in terms of w as

q 1 (w- 1.4) /(w -1.15) .

The usefulness of the parameter a is however not only that it makes
certain formulae and arithmetical operations simpler than when using q,

This is equivalent to the limit of the NBD ratio m /loin § 8.2.
" As GJ. Goodhardt has noted, the same table can be used for reading off a from w as was

used for calculating the NBD parameter a from the observed value of the ratio m/lnp" (see
§4.2 in Chapter 4).
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but more importantly, that it relates, as already mentioned, to the NBD
parameter a (a = m/k). Indeed, the LSD a is numerically equal to the
NBD a to just the extent to which the LSD and NBD give equivalent
results anyway. (They are strictly the same only when k = 0.) In general,
the LSD a has the basic property that in a time -period of relative length
T, the corresponding value aT is directly proportional to a, i.e.

ay. = Ta,

just as occurred in the NBD theory ( §7.5 of Chapter 7). From this
simple property, many repeat - buying results can be readily deduced, as
is shown in § §8.5 and 8.6 below.

Since the LSD is a one - parameter distribution, its variance, 02 say,
depends on its mean w, but the relationship cannot be written out
explicitly. In terms of q, the variance a2 of the LSD is given by

02
q {1+q /ln(1 q)}
(1 q)21n(1 q)

which simplifies somewhat on using two versions of the parameter, such
as q and w, or a and w,

a2 = { w /(1 q)) w2 = w(l +a w) .

This of course refers to the variance of the distribution of buyers. The
corresponding NBD formula for the variance of the zero- truncated
distribution is

w(1+aN+m w) ,

where aN now represents the value of the parameter a in fitting the
NBD (which will differ at least slightly from the LSD value of a
for the same data).

The ratio of the LSD and NBD standard deviation of zero- truncated
distributions for different parameters b and w indicates the degree to
which the two distributions give the same results. Illustrative values of
the ratio J {(1+a w)/(11aN +m w)} are given in Table 8.3 for various
values of b and w [see also Chatfield 1970] . As is to be expected from
the discussion in §8,2, the degree of agreement depends mainly on the
value of b. When b is small, the agreement is very close, but when b
reaches .4 or so, the two standard deviations begin to differ by 15%
or more.
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Table 8.3. The Ratio of the LSD to the Zero-Truncated NBD Standard Deviation

(For various possible values of b and w)

./(1+a-w) Proportion of Buyers, b
N1(1+aN+m-w)

.01 .05 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8

Av. Purchases
per Buyer, w

1.1 LOO 1.00
1.3 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.1
1.5 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.1 1.2
2.0 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.1 1.2 1.3
5.0 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5

10.0 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5
20.0 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5

Average 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5

Data for which w < - In(1 -b)Ib cannot be fitted by an NBD.

A major simplification to the variance formula can also be achieved
by numerical approximation, using the "displaced" coefficient of varia-
tion a /(w -1), i.e. the standard deviation of the distribution of pur-
chases relative to (w -1) rather than its mean w. This expression is
found to vary only very slowly with w. Indeed, in the typical range of
w for most purchasing data, namely 1.5 < w < 20, we have that the
quantity a /(w -1) is virtually constant at about 1.7 or so,

a `1.7,(w -1)

even though 02 itself varies then from about 1 to 400.

8.4. The Importance of Heavy Buyers

A particularly simple formula in the LSD theory is that for the cumu-
lative proportion of total sales (or total purchases) accounted for by
heavier buyers. Thus as already noted in Chapters 2 and 4, and illus-
trated in Tables 2.1 and 3.5, the proportion of total purchases of an
item accounted for by those buyers who buy it more than r times in the
analysis -period is a very regular quantity which in LSD theory is simply

qr.
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The derivation is as follows. If a proportion pi of consumers make i
purchases, then the purchases on a per informant basis by buyers who
buy more than r times is Zip;, summed over i> r. Next, the total pur-
chases of the item by all consumers, again on a per informant basis, are
of course m, the mean of the full distribution, which also equals bw in
terms of w, the mean of the distribution of buyers. The proportion of
total purchases accounted for by buyers making more than r purchases
can therefore be written algebraically as

1 r ip. , or l to. , or 1 1/4-
tm f>r bw i>r w i>r

in terms of the proportion p; = p, 1 -p0) of buyers making i purchases.
In the NBD theory the sum ipl for i> r can only be obtained

numerically, by calculating all the individual NBD probabilities p1 for
1=1 up to i = r, multiplying each by its value of i, summing, and taking
the sum away from m. For the LSD however, the corresponding ex-
pression simplifies algebraically to qr, a very much simpler result *.

Thus,

1

w ip¡ i= w ln ( l -q)
igi/i , since P; = -gf /i ln (1-q)

_o-q) qr+1 E gf
4 r>o

since w=- q /(1- q)ln(1 -q)

=qr, since Eql= (1 -q) -1 when i>0.
For an item bought at least 3 times per average buyer in a given

period, we have w = 3 and q = .85 (from Table 2.2). In the LSD theory,
the proportion of total sales accounted for by people who buy more
than once (viz. r= 1) would therefore be estimated at .85 or 85 %, the
proportion accounted for by people who buy more than twice is
.852 = .72 or 72%, more than 4 times say is about 50%, more than
8 times about 25 %, and so on.

In terms of having an explicit formula for this particular aspect of
buyer behaviour, the LSD theory therefore differs markedly from the
NBD, and having an explicit formula is important for practical work.

* For r = 0, q° = 1, i.e. buyers buying more often than zero times (i.e. at least once) naturally
account for 100% of sales.
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However, neither the LSD nor the NBD yields a simple formula for
such things as how many buyers make more than r purchases: in either
model, this has still to be computed arithmetically in each specific case.

8.5. Varying Lengths of Time - Periods

Having discussed the LSD for analysing purchasing behaviour in any
single time- period, we now start to consider a stochastic LSD model
which interrelates stationary purchasing behaviour in time - periods of
different lengths. The "sample base" of the LSD i.e. the total number
of buyers in the period, as measured by b will vary with the length of
the period, as do also the descriptive statistics of the LSD such as its
mean w, its variance a2 and its parameter q. None of these statistics are
however directly proportional to the length T of the time -period in
question.

To start from a simpler point, we therefore note that in the stationary
NBD model, the mean mr in a period T times as long as some "unit"
period with mean m is simply- proportional to T, i.e. mT = Tm. The
NBD parameter a = mlk also varies directly with T, i.e. aT = Ta, since
the exponent k remains constant.

The only parameter in the LSD model with comparable properties is
the LSD version of a, which was defined in § 8.3 as a =q1(1q). This has
the same property as the NBD a of being directly proportional to T, i.e.
aT = Ta. (This can be seen by using the Fisherian derivation of the LSD
from the NBD model, letting k and m tend to zero whilst m/k = a tends
to a non -zero limit.) Because of this simple proportionality property,
the parameter a = q /(1 q) is a particularly convenient variant of the
basic LSD parameter q *.

From the equation aT = Ta it follows that the other versions of the
LSD parameter, viz. qT and wT, vary with T as follows:

Tq . Ta
(IT 1+(T -1)'q ' w ln(1 +Ta)

*One other "invariant" result is the "displaced" coefficient of variation a /(w -1)
introduced in §8.3. Thus whilst the variance of LSD in different length time- periods varies in
an apparently complex manner, the approximate result that a /(w-1) = 1.7 means that this
expression is independent of T, i.e. ai/(wT -1) _ 1.7, for any T. However, no further
analytic use of this finding has yet been made.
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For the means wr and w in different time - periods, we therefore have

wr Tln(l +a)
w ln(1 +Ta)

The right -hand side of this expression itself depends on w since
w= a/ln(l +a), but it varies rather slowly. Indeed, by using the ratio of
the "displaced" means (wT -1) and (w -1) instead of wr /w, the rela-
tionship between wT in time T and w in "unit" time can be reduced to
a virtual constant. Thus for 1.5 < w < 20 the range of w mainly found
in consumer purchasing data we have by numerical analysis that

wT- 1_7082
w -1

This ratio is now independent of a and is simply a function of T. For
T= 2, (w2- 1) /(w -1) is 1.76, and values of Te82 for some other com-
monly occurring values of T were given in Table 4.13.

The varying proportions of buyers br in time- periods of varying
length T can also be dealt with within the framework of the LSD
model, even though the incidence of buyers (or, better perhaps, the in-
cidence of non- buyers) is, of course, outside the LSD as such. But for
any given population of consumers, if the proportion of non - buyers
(1 b) in "unit" time- period is known, this tells us about the corre-
sponding proportion (1 br) in time-period T.

We know (by definition) that under stationary conditions the mean
amount mr bought per informant varies directly with T, i.e. as
mr = Tm. Since the proportion of buyers is given by bre mr /wT,

So

Tm Twb ==b.T wT WT

bT _Tw In(1+Ta)
b wT ln(l+a) '

Tw
+(w- í)T0.82

using the wT /w results and the (wT -1) form of approximation above.
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8.6. Repeat Buying in Two Equal Periods

Applying the results for b7. to the special case of a period T twice the
length of a "unit" period with b buyers, and noting that under station-
ary conditions b2 = 2b bR , where bR is the proportion of the popula-
tion buying in both "unit" periods, we obtain the LSD repeat - buying
formulae already set out in Chapters 2 and 4. Thus in terms of the LSD
a,

or in terms of q,

bR ln(1+2a)=2 ln(i+a) '

bR ln(l+q)
b I +

ln(1g2)
ln(1q) '

or, by numerical approximation for w > 2,

2(w- 1)/(2.3w -1) .

These expressions also determine the proportion of buyers in the first
period who `lapse" in the second period (or conversely, the proportion
of "new" buyers), in that under stationary conditions

bL bN bR ln(l+q) ln(1+2a)
_b b 1 b ln(1q) ln(l+a) .

The numerical values of these LSD expressions (which depend only
on w through a or q) differ very little from the NBD ones (which de-
pend on b as well as on w or m = bw), other than for low values of w or
high values of b. This is illustrated in Table 8.4 for the proportion of
repeat - buyers.

LSD expressions for various rates of buying can be derived using the
Fisherian derivation of the LSD from the NBD. We note that in §7.6 of
Chapter 7, mR , the average number of purchases by repeat - buyers
expressed on a per informant basis, was given in the NBD theory as

mR =m{1(1+a)k-1)
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Table 8.4, The Ratio of the LSD to the NBD Foiinulae for the Incidence of Repeat - Buyers,
bR /b

(For various possible values of b and w)

In(1- q2) /ln(1 -q) Proportion of Buyers, b
{1- 2(1+a)-k + (1 +2a)1/ {1- (1 +a)'k} .01 .05 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8

Av. Purchases per Buyer, w

1.1 LOO .96
1.3 LOO .98 .96 .92
1.5 1.00 .98 .97 .93 .9
2.0 1.00 .99 .98 .95 .9 .8
5.0 1.00 .99 .99 .97 .9 .9 .8

10.0 1.00 1.00 .99 .98 1.0 .9 .9
20.0 1.00 1.00 .99 .98 1.0 .9 .9

Average 1.00 .99 .98 .96 .9 .9 .9

Data for which w < - In(1 -b) /b cannot be fitted by an NBD.
Bold figures denote deviations greater than 10%.

We therefore have fast òf all that the proportion of total sales accounted
for by repeat - buyers is given by

As k 0,

mR

m = 1 - (1+a)-k-1

1

= 1
(1+a)k+1

mR I
m (l+a)

a
1 +a

= q
This is the LSD result already used in §2.3 of Chapter 2, and is very
much simpler than the corresponding NBD expression.
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Next, to obtain WR itself, i.e. the average frequency of purchase per
repeat- buyer, we use this result, i.e. mR = mq and the earlier one that
bR = b ln(1 q2) /ln(1 q) and therefore have

mR mq
wR

bR bin(1- 42) /ln(1 q)

Since w = q /(1 q)ln(1 q), this simplifies to

wR 42
(1q)ln(1q2)

or by numerical approximation in the range 1.5 < w < 20, to

1.23w.

The rates of purchasing WL or wN of lapsed or "new" buyers are
given by breaking down total sales bw as

bw=bLwL +bRwR =bNwAr+bRwR ,

so that for wL say, dividing through by b and using the above results for
bL /b, bR /b, WR and w in terms of q,

4 ln(l +q) µ, + ln(1 q2) q2
(1-4)ín(1 -4) ln(1 -4) L 111(1 -4) (1- 4)ín(1 q2)

from which

wL = (w,v) 1n(l+q)

iThe value of the expression q /ln /(1 +q) is about 1.35 for w = 2, and
tends to a maximum of 1 /1n 2 = 1.443 as w increases indefinitely and q
tends to 1. For w > 2, one can therefore take

wL = wa, = 1.4, an (approximate) constant.

Except for low values of w and high valuesof b, the numerical values
given by the LSD formulae for wR and wL or wN differ little from the
NBD ones, as is illustrated in Tables 8.5 and 8.6.
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Table 8.5. The ratio of the LSD to the NBD Formulae for the Average Purchase Frequency per
Repeat - Buyer, wR

(For various possible values of b and w)

- 42 /(1- 0 Bt(1 -42) Proportion of Buyers, b

m{1-(1+o)-k'1}/{1_2(1+ ark +(1+2a)'k} .Ol .05 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8

Av. purchases per buyer, w

1.1 1.00 1.02
1.3 1.00 1.01 1.03
1.5 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.05 1.1
2.0 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.1 1.2
5.0 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.0 1.1 1.1

10.0 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.0 1.1 LI
20.0 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.0 1.1 1.1

Average 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.0 1.1 1.1

Bold figure denotes deviation greater than 10%.

Table 8.6. The Numerical Values of the LSD and NBD Formulae for the Average Purchase
Frequency per "New" or per "Lapsed" Buyer, wN or wL

(For various possible values of b and w)

NBD formula: LSD NBD, for b =
m /(I +a)k+1

Approx. q /ln(1 +q)

Av. purchases
per buyer, w

1.1 1.4 1.1
1.3 1.4 1.2
1.5 1.4 1.3
2.0 1.4 1.3
5.0 1.4 1.4

10.0 1.4 1.4
20.0 1.4 1.4

Average 1.4 1.3

.01 .05 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8

1.1 1.1
1.2 1.2 1.2
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.6
1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 IS 1.6 1.8
1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7
1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7

1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 IS 1.6 1.7

Bold figures differ by more than .1 from 1.4.

Conditional Analysis. A more detailed "conditional" form of analysis
of repeat - buying was illustrated in Table 3.10 of Chapter 3 and dis-
cussed in § 7.6 of Chapter 7. Here one examines the incidence of re-
peat- buying by the specific frequency of buying (1, 2, 3, etc. purchases)
in the previous period. Examining this in theoretical LSD terms leads
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directly back to the NBD theory, rather than being of an LSD form.
[The mathematics has been studied rigorously by Patil and Bildikar
1964.]

In general, the NBD theory for two unequal time- periods of "unit"
length and length T shows that the distribution of purchases in the
second period made by buyers who made r purchases in the first period
is an NBD with a mean of (k +r) {aT /(1+a)} where a refers to the
"unit" period and the exponent is (k +r), which is independent of T.
Now given that the non -zero part of the NBD in this first period is
closely approximated to by an LSD, i.e. for small or zero k, this condi-
tional NBD in the second period reduces approximately to an NBD
with mean r {aT/(1 +a)} and exponent r. This is not equivalent to an
LSD, since the exponent is not small.

8.7. An Underlying Stochastic Model

The properties of the LSD model have so far been obtained from
those of the earlier NBD model by the Fisherian limiting process, but
they can also be derived directly from an underlying stochastic model as
such. As shown by Chatfield, this can be set up along roughly similar
lines to the NBD stochastic model which was summarised in § 7.2 of
Chapter 7.

Firstly, it is supposed that there is some (unspecified) proportion of
"never- buyers ", i.e. people in the population who never buy the item.

Secondly, as in the NBD model, it is supposed that purchases of any
one buyer in successive time - periods follow a Poisson distribution with
a certain long -mn average, p say.

Thirdly, it is supposed that the long -mn average rates of purchasing p
of different "buyers" in the market follow a truncated I`-distribution,
i.e., that the frequency of any particular value is given by

(cé "lQ/µ)dµ, for S<µCoo.
Here S is some very small number , c is a constant chosen so that

f (ce µl °lµ) dp = 1 ,
s

and a is a parameter of the distribution.

* The quantity 6 must, however, be positive since f (e µl°In) dis does not exist. It could refer
o

to a very low rate of purchasing, i.e. less than once in a very long time -period of length 116.
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The difference from the NBD stochastic model is the postulation of a
definite group of never buyers, who are distinct from the people direct-
ly covered by the truncated P- distribution and who all have a positive
long -run rate of buying µ > S. At an "intuitive" level, this postulation
seems at least as acceptable as the NBD stochastic model itself, in which
the long -run mean rates of all members of the population are assumed
to follow a full P- distribution from zero to infinity, with the frequency
of consumers with a long -run mean rate of purchasing at zero (i.e. the
frequency of never - buyers) being itself strictly zero.

It is, of course, not necessary to assume that customers' purchasing
behaviour actually follows this stochastic model in the long -run. As for
the NBD model, it is only necessary to suppose that in any time- period
or periods being analysed, the purchases behave as if they were a ran-
dom sample from the values generated by such a model. The various
LSD formulae given earlier can then be deduced from the model.

In particular, the probability pr of a buyer making r purchases in a
given time -period is given by taking the Poisson probability

e uµr /r!

of a particular consumer with long -mn mean p of buying r units in the
time - period and integrating over all "buyers" in the truncated Fdistri-
bution, i.e.

= c f (eµ pr /r!) (ek/alte) dµ
s

={c/r!(1+1/aY} f` e(1±1/0" {(1+1/a)p}'id{(1+1/a)µ}
a

[el {r!(1 +1 /aY }1r(r), for r 1, since 6 is very small,

= c / {(1 +1 /a)'r}

= cqr /r

= qpr _1(r 1) /r , with q = a /(1 +a) .

If B pr = I for r 1, we must have

pl = q /ln(1 q)
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and hence the probability pr of r purchases being made in a given time -
period is

pr =q'/ rlog(1q), r> 1 ,

i.e. the logarithmic series distribution.
Next, for any consumer with long -run mean rate of purchasing p per

"unit" time - period, the (Poisson) probability of making r purchases in a
period T times as long as this unit period is

eT" (Tµ)'/r! .

For the population of all consumers who in the long -run are buyers, i.e.
those who are included in the l'-distribution, the frequency prT of r
purchases being made in a period T is therefore

PrT CT f te-Tµ(M)r) cm I dµ,r!
a

which can also be written (by writing Tp =y) as
CO

pa, = CT (eYµr/r!) (e M/Talµ) dµ
alT

4/ {rlog(1 qT)} ,

i.e. again an LSD, but with parameter qT = Ta /(1+Ta). The parameters
of the LSD's in periods of unit length and length T are therefore related
as

aT = Ta, and qT= Tq/ {1 +(T -1)q} .

The other LSD formulae given earlier then follow.

8.8. Summary

The LSD model is not an alternative of the NBD, but a special case
which can give virtually the same results in a simpler form. This applies
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in a certain range of parameter values, which for many purposes is
broadly when the penetration b is relatively small, say less than .2, or
less than .4 as long as the average purchase frequency per buyer, w, is
greater than about 1.5 or 2.

The conceptual importance of the LSD is that it shows how repeat -
buying behaviour is largely independent of the precise definition of the
population of potential buyers (as long as it is large compared with the
numbers of actual buyers), and that it depends only on a single param-
eter, q say. Since q is a function of w, the LSD theory brings out very
clearly how repeat - buying behaviour depends largely on w, the average
frequency of purchase per buyer.

Being a one - parameter distribution, the LSD theory leads to much
simpler formulae for penetration growth and repeat- buying than the
NBD. Additionally, there are a number of numerical approximations to
these formulae which are simpler still.



PART V

BUYING MORE THAN ONE BRAND



CHAPTER 9

THE MULTI -BRAND STRUCTURE OF A MARKET

An Empirical Example

To put the repeat- buying results discussed so far into a wider con-
text, we consider in this part of the book certain aspects of brand -
switching or to use a more neutral term multi -brand buying. Our
knowledge of multi -brand buying is far less developed than that of
repeat - buying. The empirical results available are far more recent. There
is as yet little underlying theory, and so far there are few published
practical applications (but see also Chapter 13).

In this chapter, we can give one general practical application of the
known results, namely in helping to understand the basic structure of any
given market from the multi -brand point of view. The chapter complements
the analyses of repeat - buying and penetration growth which were given in
Chapter 3 for the same product -field and the analyses are based on the same
standardised type of market report [Aske Research 1970]. This has been
used for the analysis of some two dozen different product- fields covering
items such as various food, drink and confectionery items, cigarettes,
toiletries, household cleaners, and petrol and motor oil.

In this chapter various aspects of the interrelationships between the five
leading brands and the total product -class in question are set out in 10
tables or groups of tables, together with commentary. The crucial feature
of many of the tables here is not that there are explicit theoretical norms (as
provided by the NBD theory for example in the repeat - buying analyses in
Chapter 3), but that enough is known to be able to present patterns which
are simple (e.g. tabulations where the figures in any one column tend all to
be very much the same, i.e. approximately `constant "). This allows one
readily to see bask regularities in the data, together with any exceptions.

A more general discussion of the type of results illustrated in this chapter
is given in Chapter 10, and some ways in which these multi-brand results
integrate with and explain the repeat - buying theory given in earlier parts
are set out in Chapters 11 and 13.

Table 9.1 Brand -Shares Amongst Light and Heavy Buyers

In Table 9.1 we start to relate buying of a brand to buying of the
product -group in total. The table examines the market -shares of Brands

169
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A to E amongst light (or infrequent), medium, and heavy (or frequent)
buyers of the product -field as a whole using the definitions of buying
less than once a month (i.e. up to 12 times in the year), up to about
twice a month (13 -25 times), and more than 25 times which were
already used in Table 3.3 in Chapter 3.

The top section of the table firstly shows that "light" buyers are
about 50% of all buyers, and that they account for about 20% of all
purchases, and that about 20% or so "heavy" buyers account for 50%
of sales, a fairly typical kind of breakdown in other product- fields also.

Secondly, the table shows that frequency of buying the product -
group does not markedly segment the market for the different brands:
the market - shares of Brands A to E among light, medium, or heavy
users of the product show only small differences. It is not a case of the
brand - leader, for example, appealing markedly more to heavy buyers,
or vice- versa.

Table 9.1. Brand-Shares Among Light, Medium and Heavy Buyers

Brand -Shares in tenni of PURCHASE OCCASIONS, Among Households buying
the Product -Field 1 -12, 13 -25, or 26+ times in the Year

Buyers of Product -Field

ALL Light Medium Heavy

Total Product
All Buyers 100% 55 25 21
All Purchases 100% 18 28 54

Brand A 50 47 54 49
Brand B 13 12 13 13
Brand C 7 6 5 8
Brand 1) 5 6 7 4
Brand E 7 7 6 7

Non-Itemised Brands 18 22 15 19

Table 9.2 Total Product Usage

In Table 9.2 we examine the average rates of total product -usage (i.e.
the average number of purchases of any brand) for the buyers of each
brand in each given length time -period from 1 to 48 weeks.

In the 48 -week period for example, those households who bought
Brand A (62% of the sample see Table 3.1a in Chapter 3) bought the
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product -class 17 times on average, whilst buyers of Brand B bought the
product 20 times, and so on *.

For each time- period these figures vary relatively little from brand to
brand. Brand A is slightly different, in attracting fractionally more of
the lighter buyers of the product -class (as is also just noticeable in Table
9.1), but the dominant feature of the results here is their stability. This
also occurs in other product fields (see Chapter 10).
Table 9.2. Total Product Usage

The Average Number of Purchases of the PRODUCT
per Buyer of the Specified Brand, in Periods of Various Lengths

1

Periods of length (in weeks):

4 12 24 48

Brand A 1.2 2.5 6 10 17
Brand B 1.3 3.0 7 12 21
Brand C 1.4 3.4 8 13 23
Brand D 1.3 3.8 6 12 20
Brand E 1.4 2.6 6 12 22

Average 1.3 3.1 7 12 21

Table 9.3 Buying Other Brands

Table 9.3 shows how often buyers of each particular brand also buy
other brands in the same time - period. The figures are obtained by sub-
tracting the buyers' average frequency of buying the brand (Table 3.2a
in Chapter 3) from their average frequency of buying the product (the
preceding Table 9.2). This illustrates how various kinds of results com-
bine to provide a fuller picture of the market.

Taking Brand E as an example, the earlier tables showed how buyers
of this brand in the 48 -week period bought the product -group on aver-
age 22 times during the year, and the brand itself 7 times. This leaves
on average 15 purchases of other brands per buyer of Brand E, as is
now shown in Table 9.3. The pattern is much the same as for the other
brands, except Brand A. Here the average yearly buyer makes only

* This average rate of purchasing the total product by all the buyers of any one particular
brand is not the same as the rate at which all buyers of the product -class buy the product. (The
latter is shown in the "Any Brand" line of Table 3.2a and tends to be marginally lower, because
of brand duplication.)
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about 7 purchases of other brands, a substantially lower degree of
brand - switching. This is a brand- leader effect which tends to tow up
when the leading brand achieves a particularly high penetration (Brand
A is exceptionally dominant, accounting for as much as 50% of total
product -class sales see Table 9.1).

Table 9.3. Buying Other Brands

The Average Number of Purchases of OTHER Brands per Buyer
of the Specified Brand, in Periods of Various Lengths

Periods of length (in weeks):

1 4 12 24 48

Brand A .2 .7 2 4 7
Brand B .3 1.5 4 9 16
Brand C .4 1.7 5 9 18
Brand D .3 2.3 4 9 16
Brand E .4 1.0 3 7 15

Average .3 1.5 4 8 15

Table 9.3a provides an overall summary of the various rates of buy-
ing for the average or typical brand. Such a simple summary is possible
just because each buying rate tows little variation from brand to
brand, or at least, little variation compared with the other differences
apparent in the table. In periods longer than a month or so, buyers of a
particular brand tend -to buy other brands more often than they buy
the brand itself. This is particularly marked in the 48 -week period an
average of 15 purchases of other brands and 7 of the given brand.
Except perhaps in rather tort periods, it is therefore generally wrong
to think of buyers of one's brand as being people who buy only, or
even just mainly, that brand.

This finding is common to many (but not all) other product - fields in
periods of a half year or a year. Thus the result for 10 fields covered
recently is 7 purchases of the brand per average buyer of the typical
brand and 20 purchases of other brands, making a total of 27 purchases
of the product.

A less common finding here is that in a 1 -week period, buyers of any
given brand buy other brands .3 times on average. Although nu-
merically small, this is in fact an unusually high value for a 1 -week
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period. (In most other product - fields, buyers of one brand virtually
never buy another brand in the same week.) This finding is further
discussed in the comments on Table 9.9.

Table 9.3a. Brand versus Product Usage

Comparing the Average Rates of Buying the GIVEN Brand, OTHER Brands,
and the PRODUCT, per Buyer of the Given Brand

(Average across Brands A to E)

The Average no.
of purchases of

the GIVEN brand
OTHER brands

the PRODUCT

Period of length (in weeks): Averages
from:

1 4 12 I4 48

1.0 1.6 3 4 6 Table 3.2a
.3 1.5 4 8 15 Table 9.3

1.3 3.1 7 12 21 Table 9.2

Table 9.4 The Incidence of Sole Buyers

Not all buyers of a given brand also buy other brands in any given
analysis- period. There are certain highly "loyal" buyers who buy only
the single brand in a given time- period. Table 9.4 shows the proportion
of such "sole" buyers of each brand.

Thus, 85% of those who bought Brand A in a typical week bought
only Brand A during that time. (Looked at the other way, 15% of
buyers of Brand A in a period as short as a week also bought some
other brand.) In 48 weeks, the longest period tabulated, the proportion
of sole buyers of Brand A drops to 29%, so that few buyers of the
brand remain buyers of only that brand.

The results for the other brands B to E are all lower but broadly
similar to each other. Indeed, the incidence of sole buyers mostly varies
only little for these brands. (The proportion depends on the market-
share and on the time -period see § § 10.6 and 10.7, Chapter 10,) As a
rough summary we can therefore note that about 70% of the buyers of
a brand in a week are sole buyers of it, about 30% in a quarter, and
about 10% in the year.
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Table 9.4. The Incidence of Sole Buyers

The Percentage of Buyers of a Brand who ONLY Buy that Brand
In a given Period, for Periods of Various Lengths

Periods of length (in weeks):
1 4 12 24 48

Brand A 85 68 51 41 29
Brand B 71 36 16 10 5
Brand C 66 37 21 13 5
Brand 13 71 49 26 15 8
Brand E 67 49 29 I8 12

Average 72 48 29 19 12

Table 9.5 The Buying - Frequency of Sole Buyers

The sole buyers of a brand could come entirely from very light
buyers of the product - field. The implication would be that their sole-
buying habit is not a reflection of intense brand loyalty but lack of
opportunity i.e. they do not buy the product often enough to switch
brands. (In the extreme case, someone buying the product only once
would necessarily be a sole buyer of the chosen brand.)

In practice, sole buyers are usually not especially light buyers of their
chosen brand. Table 9.5 shows that the average frequency of buying by
sole buyers of each brand in the present product -field is in fact fairly
high, especially in the longer periods.

These buying rates can be compared with those in Table 3.2a for all
buyers of each brand. This is done in summary form in Table 9.5a and
shows that the buying frequency of sole buyers (averaging 7 purchases
in a year) closely resembles that of all buyers of the brand (averaging 6 pur-
chases). This near - equality is itself unusual in most product - fields sole
buyers tend to be somewhat heavier buyers of a brand than its average
buyer (as mentioned in § 10.7 of Chapter 10).

The sole buyer of a brand tends however to be a relatively light
buyer of the product-group as a whole, compared with the multi -brand
buyer of the brand (i.e. those of its buyers who do also buy other
brands). Thus Table 9.5 a shows how in the year for example, the aver-
age buyer of a brand buys it 6 times and buys the product 21 times,
whereas the average sole buyer of the brand buys it and hence also
the product only about 7 times.
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Table 9.5. The Buying - Frequency of Sole Buyers

The Average Frequency of Purchase for Households who buy
only the Stated Brand, In Periods of Various Lengths

Periods of length (in weeks):

4 12 24 48"

Brand A 1.0 1.8 3.7 6 10
Brand B 1.0 1.6 2.1 3 5
Brand C 1.0 1.7 3.5 5 11
Brand D 1.0 1.6 3.4 5 7
Brand E 1.0 1.5 2.9 3 4

Average 1.0 1.6 3.1 4 7

Small sample- bases.

Table 9Sa All Buyers versus Sole Buyers

Comparing the buying frequencies of sole buyers of a brand of all buyers

(Average across the itemised brands)

The average no. of
Periods of length (in weeks):

Avenges
purchases per buyer 1 4 12 24 48 from:
of the brand
of the PRODUCT 1.3 3.1 12 21 Table 9.2
of the BRAND 1.0 1.6 4 6 Table 3.2a

per SOLE buyer 1.0 1.6 3 4 7 Table 9.5

These results show that relatively few heavier buyers of this product
remain loyal to one brand. Instead, heavy product -usage goes together
with the purchasing of more than one brand. This is a point capable of
further study, and suggests that heavy consumers in this market may
have a need for variety. Whilst in other product - fields the general pat-
tern is the same, the numerical values and the marketing conclusions are
often rather different.

Table 9.6 The Number of Brands. Bought

In Table 9.6 we move on to summarise how many brands people
bought. The table shows how many buyers bought 1, 2, 3, or 4 or more
of the itemised brands in the year. Thus 33% of all buyers bought only
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one brand (the sum total of all the "sole" buyers of each separate
brand), 27% bought 2 brands, and so on.

The table also gives a breakdown by frequency of purchasing of the
product - group, with "heavy" buyers buying 3.6 brands on average in
the year, and "light" buyers 1.9.

Table 9.6a gives the corresponding averages for the shorter time
periods. The average number of brands bought increases as we move
from light buyers up the scale to heavy buyers. This is the typical
finding in most product - fields so far, but not a great deal is yet known
about the shape and nature of the distributions in these tables.

In the following tables we examine multi -brand buying in more de-
tail, brand by brand.

Table 9.6. The Number of Brands Bought

The Percentages of Buyers of the Product -Field who buy 1, 2, 3, etc. in the Year

Number of
brands bought
in 48 weeks

Buyers of Product- Field*

ALL Light Medium Heavy

1 33 46 21 14
2 27 29 24 22
3 16 13 19 21
4+ 24 12 36 43

Average 2.5 1.9 3.0 3.6

Table 9.6a. The Average Number of Brands Bought in Periods of Various Lengths

The average
number of
brands bought

in 48 weeks
in 12 weeks
in 4 weeks
in 11 weeks

Buyers of Product - Fields

ALL Light Medium Heavy

2.5 1.9 3.0 3.6
1.7 1.3 1.7 2.3
1.4 1.1 1.3 1.7
1.1 1.0 1.0 1.2

Light - Buyers : 1 -12 purchases in the year (55 %).
Medium Buyers: 13 -25 purchases in the year (25 %).
Heavy Buyers : 26+ purchases in the year (21 %).
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Table 9.7 Brand - Duplication of Purchase in a Year

Table 9.7 gives the basic results concerning the competitiveness of
specific brands. It shows what percentage of the buyers of Brand A,
say, also bought each of the other brands in the 48 -week period. Thus
41% of the buyers of Brand A also bought Brand B, 20% bought Brand
C and so on. (The diagonal element of the table should consist of 100%
in each cell buyers of Brand A also buying Brand A but these
figures are omitted here so as not to obscure the numerical pattern.)

This form of presentation effectively makes allowance for the differ-
ent penetration levels in the market and makes it easy to see particular-
ly high or low duplications between pairs of brands. The table is best
understood by reading down each column. Thus, Brand A is bought by
79% of the buyers of Brand B, by 73% of buyers of Brand C, and so on

all the figures being close to the column average of 74%. On the other
hand, Brand E is bought by roughly 15% of the buyers of each of the
other brands. And so on. The main impression gained is one of stability
of the figures within each column, a feature which has also been found
to be true in other markets.

In general then, Brand A does not overlap any more or less with
Brand B than with other brands like C, D or E Where exceptions occur

some real segmentation or clustering they stand out clearly. In the
present instance, only one exceptionally high brand- duplication pattern
emerges, namely between Brands B and C: the figures of 64% and 33%
in the Brands B and C columns stand out from the general run of the
other figures (round about 40% and 20% respectively). Thus Brand B is
rather more likely to be bought by buyers of Brand C (64 %) than by
buyers of any of the other brands; and correspondingly, Brand C is
relatively more likely to be bought by buyers of Brand B (33%). This
clustering of Brands B and C could be due to some special product -
feature which they have in common, or it could be a house -name effect
due either to supply (i.e. similar patterns of retail distribution) or to
demand (i.e. segmented consumer acceptance). The analysis so far has
shown that an exceptional pattern exists, and further analysis can then
show what factors are involved. Apart from this clustering of Brands B
and C, there is little or no special segmentation in this market, but more
complex groupings of items can occur in some other product fields, as
is illustrated in § 10.5 of Chapter 10.

A second basic result is given in Table 9.7a. This concerns the large
and systematic differences between the columns of Table 9.7. These
differences are largely attributable to the different penetration of each
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brand in the population as a whole (i.e. the percentage buying). Thus,
the first row of Table 9.7a reproduces the average duplication row from
Table 9.7, and the last row gives the penetration figures from Table
3.1a in Chapter 3. A simple calculation is given in the middle row,
where each penetration figure is multiplied by a certain coefficient
"D ", here 1.3. This produces figures very close to the actual average
duplication for each brand *.

The D- coefficient has a simple and distinct meaning. Consider two
particular brands. With D = 1.3, we can then say that the buyer of one
brand in this market is about 1.3 times as likely (or 30% more likely) to
buy the other brand as is the average member of the population at
large. And this applies generally to any pair of brands.

The fit in Table 9.7a between the predicted and observed duplication
percentages is generally close. The largest discrepancy is for Brand A,
where the theoretical value is 7 percentage points too high. This dis-
crepancy is of a common type, in that for brands with high penetration
levels the model generally over-estimates the duplication a general
failure in the mathematical model as such and not a matter of direct
marketing significance.

Table 9.7. Brand - Duplication of Purchase in 48 Weeks

The Percentage of Buyers of a Brand in the Year who
also Buy Another Brand In the same Period

48 WEEKS
A B

Who also Bought

C D E

Buyers of
Brand A = 100% 41 20 17 14
Brand B = 100% 79 33 18 12
Brand C = 100% 73 64 21 16
Brand D = 100% 74 40 24 17
Brand E = 100% 70 33 22 20

Average 100% 74 45 25 19 15

* Individual values of D can be calculated by dividing a brand's penetration into its duplica-
tion with any other brand (or with the average other brand, as in the first row). If the D- values
do not differ greatly from brand to brand they can be averaged and the model gives a good fit,
as in the present case. (A simpler and more robust way of calculating D is from the ratio of the
average penetration to the average duplication, as given in the last column of Table 9.7a and
discussed further in § 10.5. See also Appendix C).
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Table 9.7a- Predicting the 48 -Week Duplication from the Penetration

(D = 35.6/27.4 = 1.3)
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48 WEEKS Brand
A B C D E

Averages

Av. Dupl. (Table 9.7)
1.3 X Penetration

74 45 25 19 15
81 42 22 18 16

Penetration (Table 3.1a) 62 32 17 14 12

35.6
35.8

27.4

Table 9.8 Brand - Duplication in a Quarter

Tables 9.8 and 9.8a present the corresponding duplication figures for
a 12 -week quarter. This allows us to compare the quarterly and yearly
duplication levels, a form of comparison which is carried further in
Table 9.9.

Table 9.8. Brand- Duplication in 12 Weeks

The Percentage of Buyers of a Brand in a Quarter who also Buy
Another Brand in the Same Period

(A Typical Quarter)

12 WEEKS Who also Bought
A B C D E

Buyers of
Brand A = 100%
Brand B = 100%
Brand C = 100%
Brand D = 100%
Brand E = 100%

64
50
51
45

25

36
16
16

9
17

12
7

7
6

10

10

7
7
6

11

Average 100% 53 23 11 8 8

Table 9.8a. Predicting the 12 -Week Duplication from the Penetration

(D = 20.6/15.8 = 1.3)

12 WEEKS Brand
A B C D E

Average

Av. Dupl. (Table 9.8)
1.3 X Penetration

53 23 11 8 8
55 22 9 8 9

20.6
20.6

Penetration (Table 3.1a) 42 17 7 6 7 15.8
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Table 9.9 Brand- Duplication over Time

Table 9.9 summarises the duplication patterns for various time -peri-
ods from 48 weeks down to 1 week.

The table documents firstly the extent to which the observed dupli-
cations are predictable from the penetration in each period, the fit
being generally very close (other than the theoretical over-statement for
Brand A already noted in Table 9.7).

Table 9.9. Brand - Duplication over Time

Predicting the Duplication by "D X Penetration" in
Typical Periods of Various Lengths

D

%Buyers of another Brand
who Also Bought

A B C D E Av.

48 WEEKS
Av. Duplication 74 45 25 19 15 36
1.3 X Penetration 1.3 81 42 22 18 16 35

24 WEEKS
Av. Duplication 70 44 26 15 10 33
1.5 X Penetration 1.5 82 38 18 17 13 34

12 WEEKS
Av. Duplication 53 23 11 8 8 21
1.3 X Penetration 1.3 55 22 9 8 9 21

4 WEEKS
Av. Duplication 38 15 7 4 5 14
LS X Penetration 1S 42 14 6 4 6 14

1 WEEK
Av. Duplication 16 4 5 2 2 6
IA X Penetration 1.4 17 6 7 3 3 7

The table secondly sets out the values of the duplication -ratios for
each time - period. These D-statistics vary little in the tpresent case, all
lying between about 1.3 and 1.5 an average of 1.4 or so. This allows
us to draw conclusions about the extent to which brands in this market
are competitive or complementary.
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The striking result is in fact that there is so little trend in the D-
values with decreasing time- period. Even in a period as short as one
week, the average buyer of one brand is about 40% more likely to buy
another brand than is the average housewife. In most other product -
fields, purchase of one brand generally inhibits another purchase for a
certain time, there generally being a "dead- period" between one pur-
chase and another (whether of the same brand or of another brand).
This shows itself by D- values which in the shorter time - periods are
lower than in longer ones, and which for periods as short as a week are.
generally less than 1, implying that one purchase of one brand definite-
ly inhibits purchase of another brand.

This lack of such a trend in D- values may indicate how the different
brands in the present product -field are complementary rather than sub-
stitutes. In a single week, buyers of a brand buy it only about once (see
Tables 3.2a and 3.3 in Chapter 3 and Table 9.3a in this Chapter), but
are 40% more likely than the population as a whole to buy each given
other brand as well. Duplication occurs even in short periods because
the buyer uses two brands for somewhat different purposes or on dif-
ferent types of usage occasion. This deliberate multi -brand buying here
ties in with the relatively low buying frequency of sole buyers noted in
Tables 9.5 earlier and the relatively high frequency of purchases of
"other brands" in short periods like a week in Tables 9.3 and 9.3a.

Table 9.10 The Buying- Frequency of Duplicated Buyers

In Table 9.10 we examine how often the duplicated buyers of two
brands buy each brand. For example, buyers of Brand A who also
bought Brand B in the 48 -week period on average bought Brand A
about 11 times in the year and Brand B about 5 times.

The columns of the table show very little variation and are well
summarised by their averages. Thus buyers of both Brand A and any
particular other brand bought Brand A about 10 or I 1 times (irrespec-
tive of which other brand they also bought), the duplicated buyers of
Brand B bought it about 5 times, and so on.

These simple averages for the duplicated buyers are compared with
the rates for all buyers of each brand in Table 9.10a. The two sets of
figures agree closely. This is a somewhat unusual finding. In other prod-
uct- fields the duplicated buyers of a brand generally show a lower
purchase frequency for the brand than that exhibited by all buyers of
the brand (although the difference is not large see also § 10.6). The
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present results tie in with the relatively low rate of product -usage by
sole buyers in Table 9.5 and the complementary nature of brands im-
plied by the lack of a trend ill the D- values in Table 9.9. There is
therefore no special tendency for duplicated buyers to be substituting
one brand for another. Instead, duplicated buyers here are relatively
heavy buyers who show a need for variety in buying different brands,
each at its average rate.

Table 9.10. The Buying-Frequency of Duplicated Buyers in 48 Weeks

The Average Number of Purchases of a Brand by Households who
Also Buy the Stated Other Brand in the same Period

48 WEEKS The Average Number of Purchases of
A B C D E

By households
who also bought

Brand A
Brand B
Brand C
Brand D
Brand E

(10) 5 4 4 7
11 (5) 5 3 6
11 5 (5) 4 5
10 5 5 (4) 8
11 5 6 5 (7)

Average 11 5 5 4 7

Table 9.10a. Comparing the Buying- Frequency of Duplicated Buyers and of All Buyers of a
Brand

(Average across brands)

48 WEEKS , The Average Number of Purchases of
A B C D E

by Dupl. Buyers
(Table 9.10)

by ALL Buyers
(Table 3.2a)

11 5 5 4 7

10 5 5 4 7

Average

6

6
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Summary and Conclusions

In the preceding tables of this chapter and in Chapter 3, some major
dimensions of buyer behaviour in the market in question have been
mapped out. Examples are

the similarity of the buying rates for different brands in Chapter 3,
and the overriding role of penetration in determining market -share,
the simple dependence of brand duplication -of- purchase on the pene-
tration of each brand in Tables 9.7 to 9.9,
the perhaps complementary rather than the competitive nature of the
different brands in this particular market,
the slight clustering of brands B and C,
the tendency of buyers of any given brand to buy other brands far
more often than the given brand itself, summarised in Table 9.3a,
the relatively regular incidence of 100% -loyal or "sole" buyers in
Table 9.4,
the normality of repeat- buying and penetration growth (other than
for seasonal reasons) shown in Chapter 3,
the unusually intense but short -lived enthusiasm of "new" buyers
there.

Over and above all such detailed findings, the analysis has brought out
that the patterns of buyer behaviour are mostly regular and simple.

The main characteristic of the findings is that of being well- digested.
Whilst they make extensive use of the rich information available in
continuous buying records, they tend to be well- structured and predict-
able. These qualities emerge because the results follow from a range of
analyses which have already been used and tested many times.

Further analysis may often be desirable by no means everything is
covered in the preceding tables. For example, there has been no analysis
of brand switching from one time -period to another. (This would how-
ever be difficult to interpret without the within - period duplication ana-
lyses already described in Table 9.7 to 9.10 it would be difficult to
judge whether a finding that 30% of buyers of Brand A in one quarter
bought Brand B in the next quarter is high or low, good or bad, without
knowing that 25% of them had already bought Brand B in the initial.
quarter.)

The aspects of multi -brand buying behaviour which have been illus-
trated in this chapter are discussed in more general terms in the next
chapter, and related to repeat - buying theory and the problem of practi-
cal applications in Part VI.



CHAPTER I0

MULTI -BRAND BUYING THEORY

10.1. Three Questions about Multi -brand Buying

The NBD /LSD repeat- buying theory discussed in the earlier parts of
this book deals with any one brand (or other item) in isolation. Essen-
tially the theory tells us that all the various aspects of repeat - buying
behaviour for the brand can be predicted from one or two basic para-
meters, such as its penetration b and the average purchase frequency
per buyer w in some given analysis- period.

Three quite different theoretical questions now arise, concerning the
purchasing of more than one brand in any given analysis - period:

Firstly, are there any general relationships between the repeat - buying
parameters of Brand X, say, and the corresponding parameters of
another Brand Y?
Secondly, to what extent and in what ways do buyers of Brand X
also buy Brand Y (and the other brands in the product - class), i.e.
what general relationships about brand - switching are there?
Thirdly, what insights do answers to the first two questions throw on
buyer behaviour in general, and on the theory of repeat - buying in
particular?
Following the numerical illustration of multi -brand buying patterns

in the previous chapter, we briefly outline in the present chapter the
current state of knowledge in respect of the first two questions. Some
answers to the third question will be given in Part VI.

In analysing multi -brand buying, there are two main considerations.
Firstly, we consider certain kinds of penetration figures, such as how
many of the buyers of a given brand buy only that brand, and how
many also buy each specific other brand. Secondly, we consider certain
rates of buying, such as how often such "duplicated" buyers of two
brands buy each brand, how often all buyers of a brand also buy other
brands, and so on. The point is that these two kinds of variables can be
considered separately and still yield simple results.

In § § 10.2 10.4 we consider how often the average buyer of a
brand or pack -size buys that item, and how often he buys the product -
class as a whole, in terms of how these rates of buying vary from one
brand to another. This provides certain total measures of brand -
switching. In § § 10.5 and 10.6 we examine the more detailed pattern

185
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of duplication of purchase for individual pairs of brands. The incidence
of 100%-loyal or "sole" buyers of a brand is discussed in § 10.7. The
way these various measures of multi -brand buying vary with the length
of the analysis -period is considered in § 10.8.

10.2. Brand Rates of Buying

We have seen in the NBD /LSD theory that the repeat buying patterns
of a given brand depend largely on the average frequency w with which
its buyers in a given analysis -period buy it. To interrelate the repeat -
buying levels for different brands we therefore consider how, the value
of w varies from brand to brand.

The main fmding is that in a' relatively short time -period the values of
w for the different brands are almost equal, whilst the differences in a
longer period tend still to be small compared to the brands' differences
in sales, penetration levels, or market - shares. This is illustrated in
Table 10.1 which reproduces the observed findings in Table 3.2a of
Chapter 3. In a period of say 12 weeks, the average rates of purchasing
for the different brands are almost all equal, at about 3 purchases per
buyer. And although in the 48 -week period the result for Brand A, 10 ,
is more than twice the lowest figure, 4 for Brand D, this is much smaller
that the almost ten fold difference in market - shares.

Next, such between -brand differences in w as do occur, whether
fairly large or small, tend to have a systematic form. Thus the average
rate of buying is generally somewhat smaller for a brand with a smaller
market -share than for one with a larger share. This trend is noticeable in
the example of Table 10.1 *. It is very general across different product -
fields**.

Quantitatively, wx varies with the penetration bx of the brand or
rather with 1 1(1 bx), in that it is generally found to a close approxima-
tion that in any given time -period

wx(1 bx) = Wy(1 by) = W. ,

where w. is a constant for the product - field. The fit of this relationship
for the data in Table 10.1 has already been illustrated in the commen-
tary on Table 3.2 in Chapter 3. Table 10.2 gives other published exam-
ples for five different product - fields. The contrast in the trend in the

Brand E is an exception, as discussed in connection with Table 3.2 in Chapter 3.
This also fits in with the more general law of "double jeopardy" [McPhee 1963, Shuch-

man 1968, Ehrenberg et al 1987).
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Table 10.1. The Frequency of Buying per Buyer in Different Length Time- Periods

(Observed rates from Table 3.2a)

Market
-share

Periods of Length (in weeks)

(Annual) 1 4 12 24 48

Brand A 46 1.0 1.8 3.7 6.0 10
Brand B 12 1.0 1.5 2.5 3.3 5
Brand C 6 1.0 1.7 2.8 3.9 5
Brand D 5 1.0 1.5 2.5 3.1 4
Brand E 6 1.0 1.6 3.0 4.9 7

Averagé 15 1.0 1.6 2.9 4.2 6

average values of wx from 6 for the brand - leaders to 3 for the 5th
ranking brands should be compared with the near- constancy of the
expressions w(1 b).

The multiplier (1 - b) has the property that in short time - periods it
does not greatly differentiate between brands (since b is then generally
small and (1 - b) close to unity), whereas in longer periods (1 - b) can
vary markedly from brand to brand. This fits the facts. (The more
theoretical background to this finding will be discussed in § 11.5.)

Table 10.2. The Near-Constancy of w( 1-b) in a Half -Year Period

(The five leading brands in each of five product - fields 1 to V)

24 Weeks
1 11

Product -field

III 1V v
Average
w(1 -b)

Average
w

Brands*
1st 4.8 4.4 3.2 3.3 2.3 3.6 6
2nd 3.4 3.1 3.7 2.6 2.5 3.1 5
3rd 4.0 4.0 3.3 3.4 2.5 3.4 5
4th 4.3 4.3 2.7 2.1 1.9 3.1 4
5th 4.6 3.8 3.7 3.4 2.0 3.5 3

Average 4.2 3.9 3.3 3.0 2.2 3.3 5

In order of market -share in each product - field.
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As a broad approximation, we therefore have that in relatively short
time - periods the average frequency w at which a brand is purchased by
its buyers is more or less constant from brand to brand. This result is
very simple and hence very useful in leading to other findings. It pro-
vides a very straightforward link between the repeat - buying patterns of
different brands (since these largely turn on the value of w), and it also
has an immediate consequence in sales analysis. Thus it implies that of
the two basic parameters bx and wx for Brand X, it is the penetration
bx and not the average purchasing rate which primarily determines the
sales -level of the brand, which in terms of purchases is bxwx. If Brand
X sells five times as much as Brand Y, this is because Brand X has
almost 5 times as many buyers in a given period, rather than that
buyers of X buy it all that much more often than buyers of Brand Y
buy Y. This cross - sectional result appears to place a major constraint on
the way in which the sales of a brand can be increased, and so is very
pertinent to marketing and promotional strategies.

10.3. Pack -Size Rates of Buying

The approximate law that w(1 -b) is a constant applies not only to
each different brand in a product -field but also to any constituent
pack -size.

Thus suppose that wx is the average frequency with which the `small'
pack -size x of Brand X is bought by buyers of that pack -size of X, and
that wy is the corresponding rate of buying the small pack -size y of
Brand Y. Then the relationship

wx(1 bx) = wy(1 by) = constant

holds empirically. The same form of relationship tends to hold for any
larger pack -size of the different brands.

The penetration for a pack -size of a brand is generally a good deal
lower than the penetration for the whole brand and the factors (1 b)
tend therefore to be closer to 1 for pack -sizes than for brands as a
whole, and so is the ratio (1 bx)I(1 by). The average frequency of
buying a particular pack -size tends therefore to be more nearly constant
across different brands i.e. wx = wy than for rates of buying the
brands.

A further and quite separate finding is that the average frequency
with which buyers of the small pack -size of a brand buy it turns out to
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be numerically very close to the average frequency with which buyers
of a larger pack -size of the brand buy that especially after allowing
for different penetration levels b in terms of the factors (1 b).
Table 10.3 briefly illustrates this extremely simple empirical result in
terms of the straight rates w for the leading brands, across the same five
product - fields as were shown in Table 10.2 for brands as a whole.

Table 10.3. Half -Yearly Frequency of Buying a Pack -Size of a Brand per Half -Yearly Buyer of
the Pack -Size of the Brand

(Average across the five leading brands in the same five product -fields Ito V as in Table 10.2)

I tI

Product -field

III IV V Average

Buyers of:
Small pack of a brand 4.8 4.2 3.2 2.4 2.4 3.4
Large pack of a brand 3.8 4.1 4.4 3.1 2.0 3.5

10.4. Product Rates of Buying

The fact that the average rates of buying an item, that is a brand or
pack -size, do not differ greatly from one brand or pack -size to another
might be readily explained by two suppositions, namely

(i) that the buyers of any particular item satisfy most or all of their
demand for the product -class by buying that particular item, and

(ii) that buyers of the different items do not differ from each other
in their average needs for the product as a whole.

The second supposition is borne out in practice, but only when analysed
in terms of purchase frequency *. This is summarised in Table 10.4 for the
same range of five product - fields as shown in Tables 10.2 and 10.3. Thus in
Table 10.4, the average rate of buying the product is about 15 purchases
per half -yeañy buyer of a brand irrespective of whether we are dealing with
buyers of the leading brand in the product - field, of the second largest
brand, or whatever. Furthermore, buyers of the large pack -size of a brand
buy the product -class as a whole as often as do buyers of the small pack -size.

* This is not so when analysing expenditure, or amounts bought in weight units or the like.
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Table 10.4. Half - Yearly Frequency of Buying the PRODUCT per Half-Yearly Buyer of a Brand
or Pack -Size of the Brand

(Average across five product fields with brands in decreasing order of market - share, as in
Table 10.2)

Average frequency of buying the product by buyers of
the brand the large the small
at all pack pack

Brands
1st 15 16 16
2nd 15 15 15
3rd 15 16 17
4th 15 16 16
5th 16 16 17

Average 15 16 16

The first assumption that buyers of a particular brand or pack -size
satisfy their product needs with that item is however not supported
by the facts. Thus for the five product classes illustrated in Tables 10.2
and 10.3, the average half - yearly buyer of any brand bought it some-
thing like 5 times (the overall average in the bottom right -hand corner
of Table 10.2), and the average half yearly buyer of a particular pack -
size of a brand bought it about 3.5 times (Table 10.3). But the corre-
sponding overall average rates of buying the product per buyer of each
brand or pack -size are as high as about 15 or 16, as is summarised by
the figures in Table 10.4. Except in relatively short time - periods (see
for example Table 9.3 in Chapter 9 and also § 10.7 below), buyers of
any particular brand therefore buy other brands far more often than
they buy the brand itself.

In principle there is therefore no reason in terms of their total
product -need why buyers of a brand should not buy more of it. But
they do not do so, and different brands find it virtually impossible to
break through this constraint (i.e. they tend to have similar brand rates
w, all much lower than the rates of buying the product).

A possible explanation of this apparent paradox could be concep-
tual: what are usually regarded as "buyers of one's brand" i.e. people
who have bought it at all in a given time -period are perhaps mostly
heavy buyers of some other brand or brands, who occasionally also buy
your brand.
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10.5. Brand - Duplication of Purchase

The excess of the product rate of buying over the brand (or pack
size) rates of buying is a measure of the total extent to which buyers of
one brand also buy other brands (or sizes), i.e. a total measure of
brand switching or disloyalty. (This is illustrated explicitly in Table 9.3
in Chapter 9.) We now turn to this overlap with other brands in more
detail, brand by brand.

For any two Brands X and Y, we consider firstly how many people
buy each at least once in the-analysis -period (and on what factors this
depends) and secondly (in § 10.6) how often on average they buy each
brand. This analytic approach is taken because it produces simple and
generalisable results.

If bx Y stands for the proportion of the population who buy both
Brand X and Brand Y in a given time- period, then we have the empirical
result that bxy depends primarily on the penetrations bx and by of
each brand in the period. Thus

bxy =Dbxby ,

where D is a number which is the same for all pairs of brands in the
product -field in the given period (as long as the different brands are
broadly similar in product - formulation and marketing background).
The parameter D can be thought of as the average of the ratios
bxy /bxby across all pairs of brands, but is usually best calculated by
D = Ebx y /Ebx by (Le. the simple ratio of the averages of bxy and of
bx by across all pairs of brands).
c This brand - duplication law has been found to hold for a wide range

of different product - fields and for different lengths of time- periodjts
degree of fit is illustrated by the residual deviations in Table 10.5 which
are generally quite small (the average size, ignoring sign, is about I
percentage point). The only sizeable exception is that the observed
duplication between Brands B and C is rather high (11% of the popula-
tion buying both, against a predicted 7 %) *.

An alternative formulation of the duplication of purchase law is as
i bxy /bY = bx.y =Dbx.

The observed duplications of Brand A with any of the other brands are generally below
the predicted values but this is not of marketing significance it reflects a general tendency for
the mathematical model to give too high a prediction for brands with high penetrations, i.e. a
failing in the model itself. (See also Chapter 13).
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Table 10.5. The Observed Duplications by and the Theoretical Predictions D baby

(The Five Leading Brands A to E of the Product Analysed in Table 9.7 in Chapter 90

gé
&

48 WEEKS Brands: Y
A
B

AB
C C

ADEABDEB CDEC D
E Avenge

Observed (bay)*
Theoretical (1.3baby)*

25

26

12

14

11

7

10

11

8

10

6

6

4

5

3

3

3

3

2

2

8.4

8.7

Deviations (bay- 1.3baby)* 1 2 4 1 2 0 1 0 0 0

* All penetrations expressed as percentages (Le. multiplied by 100).
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This has the advantage of showing the structure of this aspect of buyer
behaviour in a particularly clear form *. This form of presentation was
adopted in Chapter 9, and Tables 10.6 and 10.7 reproduce the earlier
Tables 9.7 and 9.7a, for comparison with the same data as shown in the
bx y form in Table 10.5. The data have two separate features.

Firstly, Table 10.6 shows how the popularity of any Brand X
amongst buyers of any other Brand Y or Z does not depend on which
other brand Y or Z - one is considering. Thus the figures in each
column tend to be more or less constant, i.e. bx .y = bx,z. Any excep-
tion (such as the special clustering of Brands B and C) stands out very
clearly to the naked eye. Secondly, Table 10.7 shows how each brand's
duplication levels tend to be directly proportional to, or predictable
from, the brand's penetration in the population as a whole, i.e.

bx.y = Dbx

The fit is generally good (with the tendency for the theoretical model
to overstate somewhat the duplication for brands such as A with high
penetration being the main exceptions as already noted above with
Table 10.5).

10.6. Brand-Duplication of Purchase in 48 Weeks

The Percentage of Buyers of a Brand in the Year who also Bought Another Bmnd in the same
Period

48 WEEKS
Who also Bought

B C D E

Buyers of

Brand A = 100% 41 20 17 14
Brand B = 100% 79" 33 18 12
Brand C = 100% 73 64 .21 16

Brand D = 100% 74 40 24 `- 17
Brand E = 100% ' 70 33 22 i 20

Average 100% 74 45 25 19 15

Litt' (z d
* The bxy = Dbxby formulation itself has two advantages, namely its symmetry and its

homoscedasticity (i.e. that the numerical size of the discrepancies (bxy Dbxby) tends to
vary relatively little with the numerical levels of bx and by).
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This form of presenting the data is particularly simple for many
practical purposes, and shows especially clearly how the tendency for
buyers of one brand also to buy another brand depends not on the
brands as such but only on their penetrations bx and by .

Table 10.7. Predicting the 48 -Week Duplication from the Penetration

(D = 35.6/27.4 = 1.3)

48 WEEKS
A B

Brand
C D E Average

Av. Duplication 74 45 25 19 15 35.6
1.3 Penetration 81 42 22 18 16 35.8

Penetration 62 32 17 14 12 27.4
(Table 3.1a)

(Dupl. 1.3 Pene-
tration)

-7 3 3 1 1 .1

Sometimes additional factors (such as the clustering of Brands B and
C above) loom larger and the product -field is somewhat "segmented ",
although the penetrations of each brand invariably account for the
largest part of the observed variation. A recent example is shown in

\ /Table 10.8 for 8 brands. The duplication - coefficient D calculated for all
v the data is about 2.3. It clearly leads to a good fit to the average

duplication levels, as shown by the two penultimate rows of the table.
However, there is considerable variation of the individual duplication
figures bx.y, bx.z etc. in each column, the average variation (ignoring
sign) being almost 5 percentage points *.

Further analysis shows that there are effectively two major groupings
of brands K, N, Q and R on the one hand and L, M, P and S on the
other. The rearranged duplication figures and the corresponding Dbx y
type of estimate for each group of 4 brands are shown in Table 10.9.

* This still represents a halving of the observed variation in all the duplication values bx y,
i.e. a correlation of the order of 0.75 with the penetration levels.
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Table 10.8. Brand - Duplication of Purchase in 4 Weeks in a Certain Product -Field

(The Average size of the residuals Ibx,y DbxI is about 5 percentage points)

195

4 WEEKS K L M
Who also Bought

N P
.

Q R S

Buyers of

Brand K= 100% 24 9 11 6 9 9 4
Brand L= 100% 23 14 5 9 5 5 4
Brand M= 100% 22 30 4 12 6 3 4
Brand N = 100% 38 19 7 4 13 16 3

Brand P = 100% 21 33 20 4 3 3 5

Brand Q = 100% 41 21 12 17 4 13 2

Brand R = 100% 44 23 7 22 4 14 2
Brand S = 100% 34 31 15 7 12 3 3

Average 100% 29 27 13 10 9 8 6 5
2.3 Penetration 30 30 14 9 9 7 7 2

Penetration 13 13 6 4 4 3 3 1

Table 10.9. Segmentation between Brands K, N, Q, R and Brands L, M, P, S

(The Average size of the residuals IbX,y DbxI is about 2 percentage points)

4 WEEKS
K N

Who also Bought
Q R L MP S

Buyers of
Brand K= 100% . 11 9 9 24 9 6 4
Brand N = 100% 38 13 16 19 7 4 3
Brand Q = 100% 41 17 13 21 12 4 2
Brand R = 100% 44 22 14 23 7 4 2

Average 100% 41 17 12 13 22 9 4 3
D X Penetration 3.5b: 45 14 11 11 1.5b: 20 9 6 2

Brand L= 100% 23 5 S 5 14 9 4
Brand = 100% 22 4 6 3 30 12 5
Brand P = 100% 21 4 3 3 33 20 5
Brand S = 100% 34 7 3 3 31 15 12

Average 100% 25 5 4 4 31 16 11 4
D X Penetration LSb: 20 6 5 5 2.5b: 33 IS 10 3

Penetration (b) 13 4 3 3 13 6 4 1
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The duplication patterns can now be much more closely summarised by
three different D- statistics, as follows:

Brands K, N, Q, R
Brands L, M, P, S

Brands Brands
K, N, Q, R L, M, P, S

D=3.5 D = 1.5
D= 1.5 D= 2.5

Thus higher duplication of purchase occurs within each group of brands
(especially so within the K,N,Q,R group). For any two brands of the
same type, buyers of one brand are either about 3.5 or about 2.5 times
as likely to buy the other brand in the 4-week analysis period than is
the average consumer in the population as a whole (i.e. compared with
the second brand's "penetration "). On the other hand, there is relative-
ly less duplication of purchase between the two groups. Buyers of a
brand of the K,N,Q,R group for example are only about 1.5 times as
likely to buy a particular brand in the L,M,P,S group as is the average
consumer and similarly the other way round.

Such sub- groupings or clusters of brands can occur for a variety of
reasons, such as marked differences in product - formulation, in price, or
in retail distribution. In the present instance, Brands K,N,Q and R, and
Brands L,M,P and S are produced by two different manufacturers, with
some minor differences in distribution, and marked differences in prod-
uct- formulation.

However, the main finding is that such factors more often than not
do not show up as market segmentation. And when they do occur, they
are usually "local densities" superimposed on the underlying duplica-
tion pattern of the bx y Dbx by form [Collins 1971 ] . Indeed, it seems
to be true that the duplication of purchase law also tends to hold as the
major factor in the situation even for different varieties or flavours (as
opposed to simply for brands made by different manufacturets but
having more or less identical product - formulations). However, the range
of empirical evidence here has been increasing over the years (till 1987 so
far) and this appears to be the general pattern.

A further finding is that the law also holds for the observed brand-
duplication of purchase within a given pack -size, e.g. for the tendency
for buyers of say the small pack -size of Brand X also to buy the small
pack -size of Brand Y. In contrast, early findings indicate that duplica-
tion of purchase between the different pack -sizes of the same brand (or
the different pack -sizes of different brands) does not follow the
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bxy = Dbx by sort of pattern at all. It appears that the duplication levels
between pack -sizes do not particularly depend on the penetration of
each pack -size in the population as a whole. Positive findings in this
area are however not yet established, and a good deal more research is
needed (also still in 1987).

One major factor in the incidence of duplication of purchase is also
the length of the analysis period. This is discussed in § 10.8 below.

10.6/ The Duplicated Buyers' Frequency of Purchasf

One especially simple feature of the duplication law bxy =Dbxby
is that it seems to' take no account of how often the duplicated buyers
of X and Y buy each brand, nor yet of the general rates of buying wx
and wy of X and Y by all their -buyers.

The reasons for this are that wx and wy do not usually greatly differ
from each other, as was noted in § 10.2 above. This lack of between -
brands variation also applies to the average frequencies wxy and wy,x
with which Brands X or Y. respectively are bought by their duplicated
buyers. (wx.y stands for the average frequency of buying Brand X by
those buyers of X who also bought Y.) This la ck of major variation
explains why these rates do not have to feature in the duplication law.

There are in fac two mar1 h d ngs here. These have already been
illustrated in le 9.10 in the previous chapter, which is reproduced
here as Table 10.10.

Firstly,

wx.Y * wx.Z

In other words, the average rate of buying Brand X by its duplicated
buyers does not depend in any systematic way on which other brand, Y
or Z say, they are also buying. This may be seen from the lack of any
large or systematic vii as ility in each column of Table 10.10.

Secondly, wx.y is usually fairly close to (but generally a little lower
than) wx, i.e. the average rate of buying Brand X by all its buyers. In
Table 10.10 the two rates are virtually equal, but this is unusual. In
mist other product - fields, wx.Y is usually something like 20% below
wx

In the present instance, buying of another brand, Y say, however
does not affect the buying rate of Brand X at all. This is a reflection of
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Table 10.10. The average frequency nix of buying of Brand X by duplicated buyers of any
two brands X and Y

(The data of Table 9.10)

48 WEEKS The average number of purchases of

A B C D E

By consumers
who also bought

Brand A 5.1 4.4 3.8 6.7
Brand B 11.0 4.4 3.6 6.4
Brand C 10.9 4.8 3.5 5.9
Brand D 9.7 4.8 5.4 8.2
Brand E 10.6 4.9 6.5 4.6

Average wxY 10.5 4.9 5.3 3.8 6.7
wX 10.1 5.0 5.1 4.3 6.8

what appears to be a search for variety. In contrast, when wX y<WX,
Brands X and Y tend to act more competitively (buying Y somewhat
inhibits the frequency with which X is bought).

In as far as WX Y tends to be close to wX (or even is virtually equal to
it), but does not vary with Wy, it follows that differences between the
rates of buying any two brands by their duplicated buyers, i.e. the
difference between wX .y and wy x, will behave essentially like the
differences between wX and wy themselves. These follow the relation-
ship wX (1 bX) = wy (1 by) discussed in § 10.2, and we therefore
generally have the relationship

wx.y(1bX)=wY.x(lbY)
This tends to hold to a close degree of approximation in a wide range of
product - fields.

10.7. Sole Buyers

The comparison of the buying rates wX Y and wX which has just
been discussed is highlighted by separating out the "sole" or 100%-loyal
buyers of a brand in the analysis period.
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The frequency with which sole buyers buy their brand does not vary
significantly between one brand and another, as was shown in Table 9.5
and is illustrated more generally in Table 10.11. This applies not only
for sole buyers of each brand but also for sole buyers of a particular
pack -size of a brand. The latter buy that pack -size with an average
frequency which also does not vary significantly by brand. Further-
more, this average frequency is virtually the same for sole buyers of the
large pack -size as for sole buyers of the small pack -size. Some of the
figures in Table 10.11 are relatively variable but this is because of small
sample- sizes, and is not statistically significant. When the numbers of sole
buyers are larger as for example in shorter time- periods the results are
much more stable, as may be seen from Table. 9.5 in Chapter 9. Empirically
it is not yet clear whether there is a trend with market- share.

The sales importance of sole buyers varies a little by product. There are
two criteria whether compared with all buyers of the brand, sole
buyers are heavy buyers of their brand, and whether they are heavy
buyers of the product -class as a whole. The comparison is made simple
by the basic fact that for sole buyers, what they buy of the brand
equals what they buy of the product.

Table 10.11. Half- Yearly Frequency of Buying by Half-Yearly SOLE Buyers of a Brand or
Pack -Size of a Brand

(Avenges across the five product -fields Ito Vas in Tables 10.2 -10.4, for five leading brands in
decreasing order of market - share)

SOLE buyers' average number of purchases of

the brand the large pack* the small pack*

Brands
1st 10 7 7
2nd 8 5 5
3rd 8 6 6
4th 8 3 3
5th 9 6 6

Average 9 5 5

* Average purchases per sole buyer of that pack -size of that brand.

In one or two fields, sole buyers of any brand or pack of a brand
tend to be relatively light buyers of the brand, buying the brand at
virtually the same average rate as do all its buyers. The product -class
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examined in Chapter 9 is an example of this. Thus in the 48-week
period in Table 9.5a, sole buyers of the typical brand bought it on
average about 7 times, which is almost the same as the average of 6
purchases of the brand by all buyers of the brand but much less than
the average of 21 purchases of the product made by the latter. This ties
in with the equality of the buying rate wx.y and wx for this product -
field, as was mentioned in the last section. In this case then, anyone
who bought the product at all heavily bought more than one brand (an
apparent search for variety).

In one or two other fields, sole buyers are however rather heavy
buyers of the brand. But in the majority of fields studied so far, sole
buyers merely buy the brand somewhat more often although the
product -class as a whole invariably much less often than do all buyers
of the brand.

Turning to the numbers of sole buyers of a brand, we also fmd
simple patterns. To a first degree of approximation it turns out
that in any given period, the proportion of buyers of a brand who buy
only that brand in the period varies little from brand to brand. Thus in
Table 9.4 in Chapter 9 we saw that in a week, about 70% of the buyers
of any particular brand in that week only bought that brand, in 4 weeks
about 50% were sole buyers, in 12 weeks about 30% and in the year
about 10% or so, and this did not vary all that much from brand to
brand.

Some degree of variation in the incidence of sole buyers does how-
ever occur for different brands. Apart from sampling errors and the
like, some brands or groups of brands may have systematically different
characteristics from others Brand E in Table 9.4 was a typical exam-
ple (this being also different from the other brands in the product -field
in a number of other respects see for example also Chapter 3). A
more general tendency however is for brands with a higher market -share
or penetration level to have a somewhat higher proportion of sole
buyers. A factor of the (1 b) form, which can be derived on theoreti-
cal grounds (see § 11.5 in Chapter 11), again accounts for much of the
observed variation here. This is another Double Jeopardy pattern. Thus

bsx (1 bx) = h (1 by) = constant,

where bs x stands for the proportion of the population who are sole
buyers of Brand X (and bsxlbx therefore is the proportion of buyers
of X who are sole buyers of it).
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Sole buyers are analytically and conceptually of particular interest
because their buying of the brand in question necessarily equals their
purchase of the total product - class, as already mentioned. Some initial
pilot - analyses of sole buyers' repeat - buying from one period to another
[Cannon et al. 1970] suggest that they may be more regular in their
buying behaviour than is the general buyer of the brand (as reflected by
the NBD /LSD theory), possibly rather like the general buyers of a
product - class, at least for some types of product. But this is an area
still requiring a good deal of further research.

10.8. The Length of the Analysis- Period

So far we have considered multi -brand buying patterns in any given
time- period. We now consider the relationship between the results in
time- periods of different lengths.

In general, the various kinds of multi -brand patterns described in this
chapter all hold in different length time- periods, but the parameter
values vary.

For sole buyers, variations in their average buying rates with chang-
ing length of analysis -period appear to resemble those of the rates of
buying the product by all buyers of the brand in question, which differ
from the NBD type of results for the brand - rates (see § § 4.8 and 7.5).
Thus for two time - periods of length T and some arbitrary "unit" length
1, the average frequencies wpT and wpr of buying the total product -
group per buyer of a given Brand X (or pack -size of a brand) can be
represented by

(wpT- 1) +T(wpr -1).

This relationship is in terms of "displaced means" i.e. the number of
repeat - purchases, after the first purchase and follows from direct
empirical analysis. Table 10.12 illustrates how it tends to hold for the
leading brands and pack -sizes in the five product- fields already referred
to in earlier tables. The same form of relationship, i.e.

(wsT- 1)_T(wsr -1),

appears to apply to the rates of buying wsT and ws r of sole buyers in
the two time- periods. It therefore seems that sole buyers behave as
"product- buyers" in this respect, rather than as "brand- buyers ".
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Table 10.12. The Avenge Half -Yearly Rate of Buying the Product per Half - Yearly Buyer of a
given Brand or Pack -Size of a Brand

(Averages across the five leading brands in the five product - fields Ito V also examined in earlier
tables)

Observed values "O" and Predictions "T" from the Quarterly Buying Rates by w2 =2(w, 1) +1

24 WEEKS I

Product -field

Il Ill IV V Average*

Average Purchases
per buyer of the
typical

Brand

Small Pack

Large Pack

0
T
0
T

0
T

21
20

25
25
20
19

20
19

21
21

20
19

19
19

19
19

23
23

9
9

10
10

9
9

6
6

7
7

6
6

15*
15

16*
16

16*
15

* As recorded in Table 10.4.

In contrast, the rates of buying the brand (or pack -size) by all its
buyers, viz. WT and w1, varies in a somewhat different way with the
length of the time- period. The full NBD /LSD formulations have already
been given in Chapters 4, 7 and 8, with illustrative examples in Ta-
ble 3.2a of Chapter 3. The simplifying approximation to the LSD for-
mula

(wT_I)_T0.82(wl -1)
shows up the real contrast with the above formulae for product -rates of
buying: thus, in a period twice the length of the unit period (i.e. T = 2),
the "displaced" product or sole - buyers' rates of buying are twice as big
as in the unit period, whereas for the brand -rate of buying the ratio
T0.82 is only about 1.76.

The buying rates Wx Y by duplicated buyers, discussed in § 10.6,
will tend to follow the same relationship with time as for w, since they
tend to resemble the ordinary brand rate of buying anyway. More
complicated patterns however occur when considering rates of buying
"other" brands (or "other" pack sizes), such as the difference between
the wp and w rates, as set out in Table 9.3 for example. Descriptively
the complication arises because each of the two buying rates varies
differently with time, with factors T and ToS2 respectively. No simple
result can be given. A particular difficulty is that in relatively short
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time - periods, buyers of a given brand tend in most product fields to be
inhibited from buying another brand as well, because of the "dead-
period" which tend to operate between one purchase and another in a
short period, as already mentioned in § 4.9.

The Incidence of Sole and Duplicated Buyers. From the relationship
bsx (1 bx) /bx ï bs y (1 by )/by in § 10.7 for bsx, the proportion
of the population who were sole buyers of Brand X in a given time-
period, we can write that

bsx: Sbxl(l by),
where S is constant for the different brands in the particular analysis-
period. Given that the NBD /LSD theory effectively describes the
growth of the penetration bx of each brand (as discussed in Parts II and
IV), the value of S in each length of analysis -period will determine how
the incidence of sole buyers varies with time.

We have noted in § 10.6 that bsx /bx generally decreases markedly
with increasing length of time. Not unnaturally perhaps, fewer of the
larger number of buyers in a longer time -period stay 100% -loyal to the
brand. The value of S itself always decreases in longer time- periods.
However, it is not yet fully known how to describe or model or predict
the quantitative rate of its decrease (but see also § 11.5 in Chapter 11).

A somewhat clearer picture emerges for the corresponding parameter
D which describes the incidence of duplicated buyers in the model of
§ 10.5, viz.

bxy = Dbxby..

The reason is that certain qualitative differences occur in the behav-
iour of D with varying length of analysis- period.

Thus in the example of Tables 9.7 9.9 of Chapter 9, the value of D
remained virtually the same (at about 1.4) in time- periods ranging from
1 week to 48 weeks. This however is rather unusual (as was noted in
Chapter 9). It is a pattern which seems to occur in the relatively rare
product- fields where the different brands tend to be not only of some-
what different product formulation but also to be used for somewhat
different end -uses or by different end-users (e.g. different family -
members). The point is that even in short periods, more than one brand
may then be bought. The different brands are therefore to some extent
complementary rather than being only directly substitutable or com-
petitive (examples might be different kinds of pickles, or different
breakfast cereals).
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In most product - fields however, where different brands tend to be of
more or less the same product - formulation, buying of a brand tends to
inhibit another purchase in the same relatively short time - period. This
applies to repurchasing of the same brand (as noted in the departure
from the NBD type of repeat - buying pattern see § 4.9 of Chapter 4
and Chapter 11). It also applies to the buying of another brand, so that
in short time- periods bx.v the proportion of buyers of Brand Y who
also buy Brand X is less than bx, the proportion of all consumers
who buy Brand X. In other words, the value of D in bx y = Dbx is
then less than 1.

In such product -fields the value of D increases above 1 (the point
where the correlation between buying of X and buying of Y is zero)
only in relatively long time - periods. A typical pattern for many food or
toiletry products is illustrated in Table 10.13.

Table 10.13. The Time-Trend in the Duplication-Ratio D for Duplication betw BRANDS

(A typical product-field with brands of similar product - formulation)

BRANDS

Duplication -Ratio D

1

Analysis-Period, in Weeks

4 12 24 48

IS (.5 I iii1

In most product - fields tackled so far, the D-value for brand- duplica-
tion seems to level out at -1.5 or 2 in longish time- periods. Sometimes
however especially for sub items like pack- sizes, varieties or flavours

markedly higher D val ues occur, up to 5 or 10 or even values of up to
60 (i.e. buyers of one item being 60 times is likely also to tiny the
öther item as was the population as a whole). Retail distribution and
av a such high values.

Though it is still very early days in this in ore earch it may be the case
that a radically different time -trend than for brands occurs when dealing
with the duplication_ofLurchase between different varieties (e.g. flavours)
of a given brand. Here the tendency is for the duplication -ra ecrease
wit theni time - periods, as illustrated in Table 0.14. The point is
that different varieties o a rand tend more generally to be complementary
to each other. More han ojisimiety may light in a c_horrt hnc nrriod
or even on the samepurchas_ a occasion (e.g. different flavours of soup or
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Table 10.14. The Time -Trend in the Duplication -Ratio D for Duplication between (ARIETTES)

Analysis - Period, in Weeks

VARIETIES 1 4 12 24 48

Duplication-Ratio D 2.4 1.9 1.5 1.4 1.4

different types of chocolate confectionery). In longer time- periods, an in-
creasing number of relatively light buyers appear *. These tend not to buy
so many varieties, so that _hyincreases less fast than bx and by with time,
and D in bxy = Dbxby decreases.

The time- properties of the D- statistic the single descriptor of the basic
brand- switching patterns that occur may be very telling. But even with
the Dirichlet Model in Chapter 13, more work is needed.

10.9. Summary

Many aspects of multi-brand buying follow simple and highly gener-
alisable patterns. These results largely take the form of purely empirical
regularities and, being new, have as yet relatively little by way of under-
lying theory (a point further discussed in Chapter 11).

There are two main kinds of results, concerning firstly the number of
consumers who do or do not buy some combination of brands, and
secondly their average frequency of buying.

For the buyers of any given Brand X, both the number of sole buyers
of X (who buy nothing else in the period) and the number of dupli-
cated buyers (who also buy some specific other Brand Y, or Z etc.)
depend simply on the penetration of each brand in the population as a
whole and on one general coefficient or parameter such as the dupli-
cation -ratio D which is the same for all the different brands in the
product-field. In practice, the duplication -ratio D increases with the
length of analysis period for brands which are substitutable for each
other, but decreases for different varieties of a brand which are more
complementary.

Various rates of buying, such as the average frequency with which
the buyers of a brand or pack -size buy it, the rates at which they buy

Thus the average rate of buying per buyer does not increase pro rata to the length of the
time - period.
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the product as a whole, and the rates at which sole buyers of an item
buy it, all show as their main pattern little or no variation from
brand to brand. It follows in particular that the major determinant why
one brand sells more than another is that more people buy it in a given
analysis- period, rather than that they either buy more of it per purchase
occasion or buy it more often (since this does not vary much from
brand to brand).
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